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Our Bankroll Philosophy 
 

Before you can become a successful daily fantasy sports player, you must truly learn the 

one discipline that is constantly neglected by a majority of the industry: bankroll 

management. 

 

You’ve probably heard the term before in some capacity -- most DFS players usually 

have an approach to managing their bankroll. But playing daily fantasy sports without a 

detailed approach is the equivalent of going on a cross-country road trip without a map 

-- or even worse, your phone. 

 

The number one reason for user attrition in DFS is reckless play, especially early on. 

Most new players either overexpose their bankroll, overestimate their abilities, or a 

combination of the two. This is a recipe for quick and substantial losses, leaving many 

people unhappy with the industry and turned off from the game after a few deposits.  

 

If you are just getting your start in this world, it’s easy to get lured into the glory of 

hitting a big tournament and having your life changed dramatically. The reality is, 

however, that the odds are significantly stacked against you. 

 

But, if you practice discipline and follow our Bankroll Management advice, you can 

steadily grow your bankroll, win a good amount of money, and set yourself up to play in 

big tournaments for a chance at significant prizes, all without having to dig into your 

wallet. 

 

For starters, self-awareness is key. What kind of DFS player are you? What are your most 

effective sports? What are your ultimate goals? Regardless of your answer, we’re willing 

to bet you’re not going to want to withdraw from your savings account to stay 

competitive in DFS. The sad reality -- and downside -- of DFS for many players is that 

they are constantly depositing money into their account because they have a string of 

three straight bad days.  
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In fact, one of our Twitter followers admitted to depositing 15 times over a 4-month 

period. Yikes.  

 

The problem isn’t that these people have lost three consecutive nights because that will 

inevitably happen from time to time -- especially if you’re only playing one lineup or 

playing higher risk contests. The main issue here is that losing three straight nights 

shouldn’t force you to whip out your credit card! In fact, the worst case on a given night 

should be losing no more than 5 percent of your total bankroll -- this is discussed in-

depth later in our Understanding Exposure section.  

 

DFS is a non-stop game, but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t stop. It’s okay to take 

breaks -- it’s certainly better to take a night off than to bullshit a lineup. There’s nothing 

wrong with taking a week off, two weeks off, two seasons off -- maybe you take off 

most of the year and only play NBA DFS (what is wrong with you?). Maybe you’re on 

summer vacation and the last thing on your mind is deciding which batters you should 

start at Coors Field. Even better, maybe you just want to put down your phone, look 

away from the screen for a night, and engage with the good humans around you.  

 

The point is, don’t feel like you’re in a rush. DFS isn’t going anywhere (okay, maybe the 

major sports disappear for a while during a pandemic). You can be an effective player 

even if you don’t play every day. Find your balance. The concept is daily fantasy for a 

reason. You just have to be the best for a day, not an entire week, month, or year. 

 

Throughout this Bankroll Management section, we’ll discuss a variety of topics to ensure 

you’re maximizing the upside of your bankroll while eliminating the chance of going 

bust -- there’s nothing worse than waking up and seeing the dreaded $0.00 account 

balance.  

 

Now let’s teach you how to never experience that feeling again.  
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Self Awareness & Goals 
 

It’s pretty hard to apply bankroll management on a daily basis and maintain discipline 

unless you are able to tie it back to something bigger than the current slate of games.  

 

Bankroll management isn’t the most exhilarating aspect of DFS, but without it you’re 

exposing yourself to unnecessary risk.  It’s no different than a professional athlete’s 

approach to stretching and conditioning -- when done at the highest level, it goes 

virtually unnoticed. We only see the importance when athletes neglect these warm-up 

routines and suffer an avoidable injury.  

 

Have you ever noticed that fans only bring up a player’s lack of participation in training 

camp after that player suffers an early-season ailment?  

 

The challenge is to avoid these injuries -- you need to stretch (aka manage your 

bankroll) to mitigate risk in your DFS account(s). 

 

For this reason, it’s very important that you have defined DFS Goals.  We’ve learned 

about the importance of goals since elementary school: 

 

1. Figure out what you want to do 

2. Set a performance-driven goal 

3. Lay out steps to achieve this goal 

 

Self-awareness is key in setting attainable expectations and creating a realistic action 

plan. Before you begin playing DFS, you need to know why you are playing and what 

you’re looking to gain. 

 

Ask yourself the following sets of questions. Put your answers in a Word document (or 

on pen and paper if you’re old-fashioned, we’re not judging). Your answers will likely 

change as your DFS experience grows.  But any time you’re making a bankroll 

management decision, your reasoning should be aligned with your answers:  
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Why are you playing Daily Fantasy? 

● Is it mostly for fun?  

● Are you chasing a big payday so you can change your lifestyle?  

● Are you looking for a fun investment vehicle where you get to make daily 

decisions?  

● Do you want to be a professional player and quit that boring corporate job?  

● Are you looking to give yourself a reason to follow new sports?  

● Are you looking for ways to have action on sports without wiring money to some 

random guy in Nicaragua to fund your offshore account? (We’re totally not 

speaking from experience here.)  

 

Why this is important: 

Before we can outline goals, we have to understand why we’re playing DFS in the first 

place.  Whatever your answers are to the above questions, keep them in mind for later 

down the line -- they’ll be important. 

 

You want to leave little room for emotions in DFS. If you consider yourself a biased 

sports fan (of course you are, every fan is biased), we’ll give you props for at least having 

the self-awareness to acknowledge it. You must leave any bias out of the DFS process, 

whether it’s selecting players from your favorite team, using anecdotal evidence to 

target players, or being influenced by the most recent game you watched. Even if you’re 

not trying to be a professional DFS player, bias will ruin your bankroll.  

 

By being realistic about your DFS intentions upfront, you’ll be able to play the game 

with less emotion. These answers can change over time, and they probably will 

depending on your level of success. But by answering these questions ahead of time 

and planning around your responses, you’ll be better disciplined in your day-to-day 

process.  

 

Constructing realistic goals are only possible once you have a precise vision of what you 

want to accomplish.  
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What are your constraints?  

● How much time do you have to prepare?  

● Can you only play on weekends or certain weekdays?  

● Do you only have time during your lunch to do research?  

● How much do you feel comfortable investing/initially depositing?  

● What sports do you have time/energy/passion to thoroughly follow?  

● What time of year do you have more free time to spend on DFS? 

 

Why this is important: 

Knowing your schedule is of utmost importance in the DFS world. If you don’t have 

much time on weekdays to research, it will be nearly impossible to create successful 

lineups in NBA, MLB, and NHL. There is such a short time frame to process information 

when games are every day, so you’re at a major disadvantage if you can’t spend at least 

an hour looking through data and news.  

If you play NBA DFS, it’s actually impossible to be successful if you can’t be at your 

phone or computer from 6:00 - 7:00 p.m. EST given the slew of lineup information that is 

released during that time. MLB is similar (although to a lesser extent as lineups are 

generally known), while NHL lines are pretty much known after the morning skate. 

Knowing how these sports fit into your schedule is essential.   

 

This is the main reason we created the Daily Plug -- in just 15 minutes, you’ll have an 

immediate idea of the top plays from our Occupy Model, as well as the best way to 

deploy those plays based on your bankroll and the types of contests you should enter.  

 

Time of the year is important, too. Are you a teacher with summers off? MLB is your 

friend. What about an accountant during tax season? Yeah, good luck playing MLB and 

NBA with that schedule.  

 

Your financial constraints are key, too. Knowing how much you’re realistically willing to 

invest in DFS, as well as your mindset for risking this money, will be an important factor 

in your day-to-day decision-making.  

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-mlb/
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Knowing your constraints ahead of time -- and adapting to them as your life changes -- 

will you give you a definitive course of action in daily fantasy sports.  

 

What is your risk-tolerance?  

● Do you prefer to take a low-risk/low-reward approach?  

● Are you okay with losing frequently in order to target larger paydays?  

● Do you prefer creating just one or two lineups?  

● Would you rather create a handful of lineups to mitigate risk?  

● Do you need to steadily win to reassure a positive mindset?  

 

Why this is important: 

Hypothetical -- let’s say I walk up to you and offer you a proposition. I’ll flip a coin. If it’s 

heads, you give me $100. If it’s tails, I’ll give you $200. What is your answer?  

 

If you think “No way in hell I’m risking $100 on a coin flip,” then you fall in line with 

most of the world’s line of thinking.  

 

But if you understand that your expectation is +$100 every time this coin is flipped, your 

response should be, “Let’s flip this coin as many times as you want.”  

 

Asking yourself this question is an excellent way of determining your views on risking 

your money for potential rewards.  

 

Everyone has a different level of risk tolerance, and this should impact the types of 

contests you play in DFS. If you can’t stand the thought of losing 10 days in a row, you 

should stick to lower-risk, lower-reward contests. You won’t become rich overnight this 

way, but it’s a solid way to grow your bankroll.  

 

Perhaps you understand that it’s okay to lose frequently as long as your big wins 

outweigh your losses. It’s a matter of preference, but your willingness to take risks and 

your mindset after wins and losses should directly affect your DFS plan.  
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The range of contests available in DFS can be overwhelming if you don’t understand the 

nuances. Each contest has a different risk, probability of cashing, and expected outcome. 

We cover this in-depth in the Contest Selection section, but you’ll need an introspective 

look at your views on risk/reward before you dive into the types of contests you should 

play.  

 

What are your best sports?   

● Do you have extensive background knowledge in a particular sport?  

● Would you be willing to play a sport if it caters to your strengths?  

● Can you follow multiple sports at one time? 

● How do the lock times of various sports coincide with your schedule?  

● How does a specific sports calendar year line up with your free time? 

 

Why this is important: 

There are many ways to inspect the nuances of each DFS sport. Here are a couple angles 

you should think about when determining which sports to play: 

 

Variance: Sports like MLB and NHL can be high-variance as they’re event-based (one 

goal or home run dramatically increases a player’s scoring), while NFL falls somewhere 

in the middle, and NBA is on the opposite end of the spectrum with consistent scoring 

throughout the game. Depending on how you look at projections and your risk 

tolerance, your playing style may suit the scoring of a particular type of sport.  

 

Information: MLB and PGA are nearly 100-percent data-driven with the large samples 

of data and individual matchups. NBA/NHL falls in the middle here with a solid 

combination of data and news-inspired lineup decisions. NFL, on the other end, has its 

data aspects but is very news-driven (injuries, role changes, etc.). If you’re a data person, 

MLB is the best option. Love to scour the news wires? Head for NFL (especially 

preseason DFS).  

 

Enjoyment: Wait, we can enjoy DFS? Have some fun and play the sport where you like 

to actually watch the games. A novel concept, we know.  

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-preseason-dfs-lineup-advice/
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Familiarity: Do you play season-long fantasy sports, follow a particular team, or play a 

specific sport? There are pros and cons to picking a sport based on your familiarity, but 

it certainly helps the learning curve when transitioning to DFS.  

 

There are countless ways to analyze the intricacies of each sport -- discover which ones 

fit your schedule, risk tolerance, constraints, and reasons for playing DFS. 

 

What’s your patience level? 

● Is DFS a fad or do you want to play long-term?  

● Are you willing to wait for payoffs by accumulating entries to future contests?  

● Or would you rather spend that money on today’s slate?  

● Do you get anxious when you’re nowhere close to cashing on consecutive days?  

● Are you willing to start from scratch in a new sport with a learning curve?  

 

Why this is important: 

They say patience is a virtue for good reason. Most people playing DFS struggle to 

maintain discipline and are very quick to abandon long-term strategy.  

 

Just because your roster is new every day, it doesn’t mean your approach to managing 

your bankroll needs to be constructed on a daily basis. Unless you’re literally looking to 

play DFS for one weekend to get some action on the NFL games, you should always 

have a long-term approach in mind.  

 

There’s no need to feel rushed in DFS.  Just because it’s the final week of the NFL season 

doesn’t mean you need to splurge away 40 percent of your bankroll. Patience, in a 

variety of ways, will take you much further in DFS than being a fish who gets caught up 

in every moment. 

 

If you’re impatient and need immediate gratification, play lower-risk, lower-reward 

contests. If you’re impatient and want to win tons of money immediately, well, DFS is 

not for you. Don’t let chasing immediate gratification prevent you from being an 

effective DFS player. DFS takes lots of hard work, and you won’t find huge success 

overnight.  
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Find your patience level, combine that with your answers to the above questions, and 

then you’ll have an excellent understanding of how to manage your bankroll in DFS. 

 

Time to set some goals 

This exercise of self-evaluation should give you an excellent reflection of your goals, 

strengths, weaknesses, and ambitions in daily fantasy sports. Write down your answers 

to these questions, set some goals, read through the rest of this Bankroll Management 

Guide, and carry your action plan to the Contest Selection section to fill in the blanks on 

where your money should be allocated on a daily basis.  
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Bankroll Tiers 
 

If you somehow manage to find bankroll advice in the DFS industry, you can be certain 

that it won’t be customized for you. Despite every DFS player having a different risk 

tolerance, playing style, and bankroll size, all content in the industry is delivered as if 

every reader is the same. 

 

That’s obviously not the case, and you should approach the game differently depending 

on how much money is in your DFS account(s).  

 

During the NFL season, we’ll post a Daily Plug every week. For MLB and NBA, we’ll post 

the Daily Plug every day. In each edition of the Daily Plug, we will give customized 

bankroll advice depending on where you fall in the bankroll tiers below. 

 

Even if you’re too cool to read our Daily Plug, you will be able to critically think about 

how specific DFS advice impacts your bankroll management after reading this entire 

guide.  

 

The below bankroll tiers are for reference, as we’ll link back to them many times 

throughout the rest of the Ultimate Guide, so keep in mind which tier best describes 

you. 

 

DFS advice shouldn’t be one-size-fits-all, and our bankroll tiers are just the start of 

personalized DFS content:   

 

Beginner 

Bankroll Size: Less than $100 

Maximum Daily Investment: $5 

 

How did you get here? 

- You don’t have a ton of disposable income 

- You’re just testing the DFS waters 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/mlb-dfs-picks-strategy/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/mlb-dfs-picks-strategy/
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- You used to have more, but didn’t find Occupy Fantasy in time so now your 

bankroll is much smaller 

 

Starter 

Bankroll Size: $101 - $499 

Maximum Daily Investment: $25 

 

How did you get here? 

- You’re still learning DFS, but you have more confidence in your abilities than a 

beginner 

- You take the game more seriously and are making a concerted effort to earn 

money 

- You used to have more, but didn’t find Occupy Fantasy in time so now your 

bankroll is much smaller (but still big enough to do some damage) 

 

Intermediate 

Bankroll Size: $500 - $999 

Maximum Daily Investment: $50 

 

How did you get here? 

- You’re making a more serious investment and commitment to DFS 

- You’ve been playing DFS for a while and have grown or maintained your bankroll 

(congrats!) 

- You used to have more, but didn’t find Occupy Fantasy in time so now your 

bankroll is much smaller (don’t worry, we have your back now) 

 

Substantial 

Bankroll Size: $1,000 - $9,999 

Maximum Daily Investment: $500 

 

How did you get here? 

- You have a large amount of disposable income 

- You’ve recently hit a nice score in a tournament (congrats!) 

- DFS is a legitimate part-time job / side income 
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Baller 

Bankroll Size: Greater than $10,000 

Maximum Daily Investment: Greater than $500 

 

How did you get here? 

- You’re a professional DFS player 

- You’ve recently hit a big score in a tournament (congrats!) 

- You’re an actual baller outside of DFS and can drop this kind of cash on a 

hobby/side income  
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Maximizing Your Bankroll in the Early Stages 

 

What if we told you there are a handful of ways to significantly grow your bankroll 

without entering paid contests on FanDuel and DraftKings?  

 

Fortunately for people who are new to DFS -- hell, even for players who have been 

around for a while should listen up -- you can increase your bankroll without ever 

putting up a dollar against the seasoned veterans on the two biggest DFS sites in the 

world.  

 

In fact, it’s possible to jump to the next bankroll tier solely by using the four strategies in 

this section.  

 

Deposit Bonuses 

 

Deposit bonuses are one of the best things in life, period. To entice new users to sign 

up, DFS and betting sites will offer a matching bonus when you make your first deposit 

-- typically 100% up to a certain amount (for example, if you deposit $100, you will 

receive a $100 bonus).  

 

Other times, there are special promotions where deposit bonuses are offered even if you 

already have money in your account!  

 

If you’ve played online poker or bet sports at offshore online sportsbooks before, you’re 

probably familiar with deposit bonuses. In the offshore sportsbook world, there is 

usually a massive rollover requirement (you must play a certain amount before you are 

allowed to cash out), but these requirements are virtually nonexistent in the DFS world. 

 

There are usually three types of deposit bonus methods: 

 

Slow-drip 

In this scenario, which is the most common, your deposit bonus is incrementally 

rewarded as you play contests.  

https://occupyfantasy.com/legal-sports-betting-online/
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For example, on FanDuel, your deposit bonus is released as real cash at a rate of 4 

percent of the entry fee of the contest you enter. So, for every $25 you spend, you will 

receive $1 of your deposit bonus. 

 

This method won’t grow your bankroll immediately, and it’s tough to see the initial 

value, but you’ll actually receive double your deposit over time as long as you don’t go 

bankrupt (don’t worry, you won’t, that’s why you’re reading this guide).  

 

Instant 

The bonus cash is instantly placed into your account after your initial deposit. This is a 

rare offer -- take advantage as often as you can when you see an instant deposit bonus.  

 

You’ll literally double your deposit instantly with this method. Do it.  

 

Free Entries 

Sometimes, sites will offer you free entries as a reward for depositing. For example, 

DraftKings is giving new users a free entry to a $3 contest after initially depositing.  

 

This isn’t free cash, obviously, but it is a free chance to win money. What you do with 

this ticket depends on your bankroll tier: 

 

If you have a Beginner bankroll, you should use your free tickets on 50/50 and Double 

Up contests, if allowed.  

If you have a Starter bankroll, use your free ticket on a 100-Player League or very small 

GPP (200 entries or less). 

For any higher bankroll tier, use your tickets on higher-risk, higher-reward contests such 

as Satellites or large-field GPPs.  

 

These contests are discussed more in-depth in our Contest Selection section.  

 

Here are the best ways to find deposit bonus or free ticket offers: 

1) Follow DFS sites on social media. 

https://www.fanduel.com/pending-bonus
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2) Check your email! If you have an account at a DFS site, they will certainly send 

you promotional offers. 

3) Read DFS content sites to see if they are offering any partnership bonuses. 

4) Live chat representatives at DFS sites -- you’d be surprised how often this works. 

You can’t get it if you don’t ask for it. 

5) Just Google “DFS deposit bonus.” 

 

Freerolls 

 

How would you like to risk absolutely nothing for a chance at winning cash? This isn’t a 

Nigerian Prince email scam, it’s actually real.  

Freerolls are offered on a near-daily basis across the industry -- you pay $0 to enter and 

a small portion of the top-finishing entrants will receive cash prices. 

 

This is the best way to start playing DFS if you’re either new to the industry itself or 

trying your hand at a new sport. You can practice building lineups, see what works and 

what doesn’t, all without the risk of losing any money but still having the opportunity to 

add to your bankroll! 

 

One of our Twitter followers actually built his bankroll on FanDuel for the NFL season 

without ever making an initial deposit. He played the daily MLB freerolls using our 1% 

Twitter plays during our first year and managed to cash a handful of times. Once his 

account reached $10.00, he began to play $1 50/50 contests to grow his bankroll.  

 

Even though he started playing real-money contests, he continued to play the freerolls 

every day. This is an important point -- there’s no reason not to play freerolls. It takes 

less than a second to enter your already created lineup into these free contests, so why 

not do it for a chance at a few more dollars? 

 

It may seem impossible, but this Occupy follower’s bankroll was larger than $50.00 when 

the NFL season started, all thanks to freerolls. 

 

http://www.twitter.com/OccupyFantasy
http://www.twitter.com/OccupyFantasy
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If you play consistently on the major sites for any period of time, you will also be invited 

into the monthly player tier freerolls. The more you play, the more money you’ll have a 

chance to win each month. Once again, these contests are free and offer legitimate prize 

pools as a token of gratitude for your play throughout the month. Even if you’re not 

playing that night, enter the damn freeroll.  

 

If you take away one thing from this section: always play freerolls, no matter how big or 

small the prize pool. Again, it’s free!  

 

Smaller DFS Sites 

 

We know the commercials were everywhere and these are the only two sites you ever 

hear about, but you don’t have to play on FanDuel and DraftKings. Sure, they will have 

the biggest prize pools and a higher variety of contests types, but they also feature 

tougher competition.  

 

There are dozens of smaller DFS sites out there where experienced DFS players aren’t 

playing. Not to mention, 99 percent of the content in the DFS industry is geared towards 

FanDuel and DraftKings, so actionable information isn’t readily available for these other 

sites. Each site has its own set of pricing, roster construction, scoring rules, etc. that 

result in different lineup-making processes than FanDuel and DraftKings. 

 

With these factors, it puts you on a level playing field with most of the competition, 

which is how you want to start your DFS career. 

 

Now you may be asking yourself, “If there is no content for smaller sites, how in the 

world will I decide which players and contests to play?” 

 

Not to fear. Our Daily Plug will have information on which types of contests you should 

be playing, and our Occupy Model has a feature that allows you to download it to a 

spreadsheet. If you have any Excel skills at all, you’ll be able to plug in salaries for the 

site you’re playing on and easily find the best plays according to the model.  

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-nfl/
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There are many reputable DFS sites where you can sign up. Because these sites are 

struggling to compete with FanDuel and DraftKings, they also often offer the best 

deposit bonuses in the industry.  

 

Beginner Contests 

 

Okay, so you’ve got your deposit bonuses, you’ve played in freerolls, but now you’re 

ready to risk some real money in DFS contests. Don’t jump into the deep end just yet -- 

both FanDuel and DraftKings offer Beginner contests for less experienced players.  

 

For your first 50 contests, you will be allowed to play against other beginners. You’re 

immediately on a level playing field and since you have Occupy Fantasy in your toolbox, 

you’ll be in a great position to be profitable after your first 50 contests.  

 

Here’s where to find them on FanDuel: 
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And DraftKings: 

 

 

 

If you’re eligible for Beginner contests, those are the only contests you should be 

playing until you reach your 50 contest threshold. This is the easiest the game will ever 

get -- scores needed to cash are dramatically lower in all Beginner contest types.  

 

So take advantage of those newbs and grow your bankroll without facing experienced 

players until you get your feet wet.  
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Daily Versus Weekly 

 
The schedule breakdown of each sport has a direct impact on how much bankroll you 

should allocate on a given slate. Here are the main sports we are currently covering at 

Occupy Fantasy: 

 

NFL (September through January / Weekly) 

CFB (September through January / Weekly) 

PGA (March through August / Weekly) 

NBA (October through May / Daily) 

NHL (October through May / Daily) 

MLB (April through September / Daily) 

 

The biggest difference between NFL/CFB/PGA and NBA/NHL/MLB is the amount of time 

you have to prepare. With NBA, NHL, and MLB having games every single day (aside 

from All Star breaks), you essentially have half a day to sift through relevant news, 

analyze projections, create lineups, and filter through contests before deciding how 

much money you want to risk. 

 

Compare this to the NFL and PGA where you have nearly an entire week to digest all of 

this information before playing the main slate. Based solely on the amount of time you 

have to prepare, it makes sense that you should be allowed a higher allocation 

percentage in weekly sports.  

 

In the NFL, we generally have a great idea of who is going to play by Friday afternoon 

when the final injury reports are released. You can have comfort knowing that the 

lineups you make on Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning won’t be ruined by the 

time lineups lock at 1pm. In the rare case where a player’s status is up in the air, we’ll 

usually know around 5am Sunday morning when Adam Schefter and Ian Rapoport are 

racing to break news they’ve been holding all week. In these instances, you’ll still have 

all morning to adjust your lineups.  
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Again, this is a totally different beast than daily sports. The quick news cycle all takes 

place within 12 hours. NHL offers morning skates that give us projected lines, MLB 

managers usually submit official lineups three to four hours before first pitch, and NBA 

coaches never cease to surprise us with their 6:57pm late scratches.  Your lineups can be 

shaken up with one unpredictable change. 

 

Matchups are also more volatile in daily sports. A pitcher’s outlook can change 

completely when two batters are absent from the opposing lineup. A starting goalie 

getting a rest night can alter the entire outlook for the opposing offense. LeBron James 

is resting tonight? Projections change completely. These sorts of changes create much 

more chaos and unpredictability -- in such a short time frame -- causing less confidence 

in your lineups and decision-making. 

 

Building on that, here’s the other positive aspect of weekly sports: accurate ownership 

and statistical projections. Because everyone else has this much time to prepare -- and 

write articles, record podcasts, tweet, etc. -- we’re able to get a good idea of the top 

plays each week. With a greater confidence in who is likely to perform well and who will 

be the highest owned players, you can have a full understanding of the entire slate and 

can spend a bit more of your bankroll.  

 

In daily sports, this level of understanding just isn’t as thorough. There isn’t as much of a 

herd mentality because of the short time period and the frantic late-breaking news 

before lineups lock, so it’s more difficult to get a definitive idea of who will be the best 

plays.  

 

If you can only take away one point from this guide, it’s the following bankroll allocation 

rules: 

 

For daily sports, never spend more than 5 percent of your bankroll on one slate. 

For weekly sports, never spend more than 8 percent of your bankroll on one slate. 
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By following this hard rule, you’ll virtually eliminate your chance of going broke. A vast 

majority of DFS players exceed these recommendations, causing a vicious cycle of losing 

and re-depositing.  

 

In our Daily Plug, it will be rare for us to suggest maxing out your daily/weekly 

allocation. In most cases, we will recommend 2-3 percent for daily slates and 4-5 

percent for weekly slates -- only when the stars align will we recommend a max 

allocation slate. Depending on the variety of factors discussed in the Understanding 

Exposure section, the amount of money you risk on a given slate will differ from day to 

day or week to week.  

 

The important thing to remember for all sports: it’s a marathon. There will be another 

slate tomorrow, there will be another opportunity next month, and there will be another 

season next year. Grow your bankroll fundamentally without exposing yourself to 

unnecessary risk by spending too much of your bankroll in one spot.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
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Understanding Exposure 

 

If you ever check out any DFS content or listen to DFS pros talk about their lineups, the 

one word that always comes up is “exposure.”  

 

“You need to have exposure to this stack tonight.” 

 

“I liked the Cardinals D/ST -- I was over-exposed to them in GPPs.” 

 

“I faded Russell Westbrook hard, zero exposure tonight.”  

 

Unfortunately, this word isn’t even discussed in the realm of bankroll management in 

the DFS industry -- it’s solely discussed as how many times a particular player is in your 

set of lineups for a slate.  While your exposure to different players is important when 

you’re making multiple lineups, bankroll exposure on a particular slate is far more critical 

to your DFS success.  

 

In our Daily Plug, we will actually recommend how much of your bankroll should be 

“exposed” on a given slate.  You should never be going into a slate blindly entering 

contests for a random percentage of your bankroll -- there should be reasons for every 

decision you make in DFS, including your finances.  

 

Here are just some of the factors to consider when determining how much of your 

bankroll you should play on a given slate:  

 

Size of the slate 

- Larger slates (more than 10 games in daily sports): You should have less exposure 

on these slates because of the sheer number of options in the player pool. If you 

expose more of your bankroll on these slates, you’ll inevitably talk yourself into 

playing a greater number of players. Spreading yourself too thin is a common 

mistake when creating multiple lineups. 

- Medium-sized slates (6-9 games in daily sports): This is the sweet spot for most 

sports. There are enough players in the player pool to give yourself options, but 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
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not enough to be overwhelmed. This is the easiest slate size to project ownership 

(see below), so it’s generally the easiest to determine how much of your bankroll 

should be in play.  

- Small Slates (5 games or less in daily sports): Nearly every time there is a short 

slate, we recommend using just 1 to 2 percent of your bankroll. There are tons of 

overlap in lineups due to the small player pool, causing success to be determined 

by just one or two players on your roster. This isn’t the best place to gain an 

edge.  

 

Projected Ownership 

- Projecting ownership for various players is a difficult task, especially if you’re 

doing it on your own. We have projected ownership in all of our Occupy Models, 

giving you an easy look at who the popular and under-the-radar plays will be for 

any given slate. In sports where we don’t offer an Occupy Model, we discuss 

ownership at a high level in the Daily Plug.  

- Analyzing ownership projections and how they correlate/differ from your 

projections/rankings or our Occupy Model rankings largely plays into your 

contest selection for a specific slate (more on this in our Contest Selection 

section).   

- But depending on the type of player you are, you may come across situations 

where your ownership analysis means you should put a higher percentage of 

your bankroll in play. For example: If you’re a high-risk, high-reward player, and 

many of your top plays project to be lower-owned, you’ll have a greater edge in 

your leagues and GPPs. The higher the edge, the more of your bankroll that 

should be allocated.  

 

Top-Tier Plays 

- Using a tiered approach in your rankings (both for DFS and season-long fantasy 

sports) is a smart way to draw the line in your comfort/confidence level amongst 

groups of players.  

- Depending on how many top-tier plays you have at each position -- and how 

those plays correlate with projected ownership percentages -- you can figure out 

how many lineups you should create and how much of your bankroll you should 

expose. 

https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-nfl/
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- If there are multiple top-tier players at each position, you can make two or more 

lineups to spread your exposure across different player sets. Because the risk isn’t 

consolidated in one lineup (or on one group of players), you can afford to 

allocate a higher percentage of your bankroll. Because your secondary lineups 

will still be composed of top-tier players, you’ll still be putting your money in 

positive-expected value (+EV) situations.  

 

 

Betting Odds 

- Betting odds are a major factor in DFS decision-making, as line movements and 

betting percentages that are revealed after a line opens offer new information 

that is not priced into DFS salaries. 

- Depending on how the betting odds landscape is looking for your top-tier plays, 

you should choose to invest more or less money on that specific slate. For 

example: If your two favorite pitchers on an MLB slate have seen their moneylines 

drop precipitously throughout the course of the day (indicating the betting 

markets have less faith in their teams earning the win), that should cause some 

hesitation on your part. It would be wise to lower your bankroll allocation. 

- The best part of our Occupy Model is that it shows real-time betting odds 

information for each player on a slate. You’ll be able to instantly see how the top 

plays are affected by the betting market, allowing you to easily adjust your daily 

or weekly bankroll allocation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-nhl/
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Record Keeping 

 

If setting DFS goals is the equivalent of stretching before an athletic activity, then record 

keeping is the equivalent of, well, stretching again -- but this time after the exercise. It’s 

certainly tedious and boring, but it allows you to keep your finances healthy after you 

play.  

 

How are you supposed to know if you are reaching your DFS goals if you don’t look at 

your results periodically?  

 

Are your processes working? Your results won’t be indicative after a day, week, or even a 

month, but larger samples will provide incredible insight into your DFS game.  

 

There are many DFS bankroll trackers available throughout the industry, but the best 

tool we’ve discovered is RotoTracker. It provides the most comprehensive analysis of 

your DFS results for both FanDuel and DraftKings -- and best of all, it has a free version.  

 

There are certainly other great tools on the market, and it’s a matter of preference for 

which one you choose to use. Whichever tracker you select, just be sure to look at each 

of the factors below for a thorough understanding of your DFS results. 

 

But first, in order to analyze your results, you need to download them.  

 

For FanDuel: 

 

Select the History tab at the top of the page and click the Download as CSV button: 

 

 

 

 

https://rototracker.com/
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For DraftKings: 

 

Select the My Contests tab at the top of the page, click the History button, then click 

the Download Entry History button: 

 

 

Once that is done, you can upload your .CSV files to your preferred bankroll tracker and 

look at your results through the following lenses:  

 

Site 

There’s a good chance you’ve played on both FanDuel and DraftKings. Despite being 

the two largest DFS sites on the planet, there’s less in common between the two than 

you think. In fact, most players’ results aren’t similar when comparing one versus the 

other. 

 

Perhaps you’ve experienced this yourself, where you’ve found way more success on one 

site. This isn’t unusual -- there are completely different sets of roster parameters, scoring 

rules, pricing constructs, and additional rules that require different processes depending 

on the site. In fact, it goes back to the type of player you are and your DFS goals, as 

you’ll likely find that these will favor the rules and scoring of one site more than the 

other.  

 

So when tracking your results, check how your results differ between these two giants. 

Chances are, you’ll find that you’ll be more profitable if you devote your time to making 

lineups and entering contests by choosing the one that best complements your playing 

style and just sticking with it.  

 

For smaller sites, you’ll likely have to create your own tracking spreadsheet or find a way 

to convert the entry history file to mirror the downloadable formats on FanDuel and 
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DraftKings. Smaller sites are supposed to be more profitable, so definitely check your 

results to make sure that’s the case.  

 

Sport 

“I follow baseball religiously. I’m in multiple season-long leagues, I know every prospect, 

and I’ve been playing MLB DFS for three years. Wait, I lost money on DraftKings this 

season?” 

 

This happens far too often. Keeping records and analyzing your results by sport will help 

solidify (or quickly reject) your thoughts on your strongest sport. As most topics in this 

chapter, it goes back to the type of player you are, as well as how your schedule, 

mindset, and goals line up with the various nuances of different DFS sports. 

 

Find out which sports are your most -- or least -- profitable. If there is a large enough 

sample size to draw a conclusion, you can then allocate more or less of your bankroll to 

that sport depending on your return on investment.  

 

Seeing the clarity of your success by sport also educates you on where you need to 

improve your process.  If your playing style doesn’t mesh with the intricacies of a 

particular sport -- and your results show this -- then you need to reconsider your DFS 

approach from the top down.  

 

Contest Type 

The Contest Selection section that follows will go into great detail on every type of 

contest available on FanDuel and DraftKings. Fortunately, most record-keeping tools 

break down your results by the type of contest you enter.  

 

This may sound like a broken record at this point, but it all points back to your playing 

style -- mostly your risk tolerance and specific DFS goals. To start, find out what are your 

most profitable contest types and allocate more of your bankroll moving forward. 

 

Not satisfied with your ROI or lack of success in a certain contest type, despite the 

amount of time and money you’ve spent? It’s perhaps time to rethink your strategy and 
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lineup construction for these contests (that’s a hint to thoroughly read the Contest 

Selection section).  

 

Unless you’ve hit a big score, you’ll likely find that you aren’t as profitable as you’d hope 

to be in GPPs. If that’s the case (and it is for most players), then start reducing or 

eliminating your daily/weekly allocation to GPPs.  

 

It’s also interesting to highlight how your overall allocation breaks down by contest 

type. Did you expect to see that you were spending more money in Multipliers than 

Head-to-Head contests, for example? Sometimes we get overzealous and enter contests 

at the last minute (either recklessly or because there’s overlay), and we end up with sub-

optimal exposure in a particular contest type. Looking at your records is a great way to 

ensure you stick to your DFS plan. 

 

Entry Limit 

We speak in-depth in the Contest Selection section about the importance of noting max 

entry limits when selecting your contests, and it’s equally important to break down your 

results by looking at the number of times an opponent is allowed to enter a contest. 

Unless you are max-entering contests -- or unless you’ve hit a big score that will skew 

results -- you’re likely unprofitable when it comes to contests with max entry limits 

greater than 5 entries.  

 

Are you creating three lineups on a regular basis and entering 3-max contests? Your ROI 

in 3-max contests will be important to analyze -- if your results are sub-par, it’s time to 

think about reducing the number of lineups you build and just focusing on creating one 

+EV lineup each slate. 

 

If a large portion of your bankroll allocation is low-risk contests, definitely look at your 

success rate in single entry versus multi-entry 50-50s and Double Ups. It won’t be 

surprising to see a higher success rate in single entry contests where sharks cannot 

enter 10-50 times more entries than you.  
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Number of Entries 

Similar to the max number of entries, you should also be looking at your results based 

on the total number of entrants in a contest.  

 

The most obvious and quickest answer you’ll find is your results in GPPs versus non-

GPPs (although it’s also important to note the difference between large-field single 

entry/3-Max GPPs versus much smaller ones). But this won’t tell you much more than 

when you break down your entries by contest type. 

 

Where you’ll find actionable takeaways is when you look at the difference in smaller 

field Leagues and Double Ups/5050s. Comparing your results for 100, 50, 20, and 10 

player contests can help find edges that you never knew existed. 

 

This is also a major factor in how many lineups you create and which types of contests 

you enter -- this is covered specifically in the Contest Selection section.  

 

If you are just making one lineup and most of your allocation is in low-risk contests, it’s 

interesting to discover where your lineups stop becoming profitable depending on how 

many entrants are in each contest. For example, you may find that your low-risk lineup 

has a more profitable ROI in leagues with 50 entrants or less.  

 

Buy-In Level 

Sticking to our recommended bankroll percentages on a daily and weekly basis means 

that you will inevitably be playing larger buy-in contests as your bankroll grows. But 

when is it time to make that jump to the next level?  

 

Luckily, you won’t have to just randomly guess or go on gut feel when it’s time to make 

that decision. By analyzing your results based on the amount of the buy-in, you can 

determine if your game is strong enough to take the step.  

 

Naturally, your ROI will decrease as the stakes increase because competition will 

generally be better. But because the dollar amount of your returns will be higher, your 

decrease in ROI will be offset. Look at the following example: 
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Buy-in level: $1 

Number of results: 1,000 

ROI: 8% 

Return: +$80 

 

Buy-in level: $2 

Number of results: 1,000 

ROI: 6% 

Return: $120 

 

Despite a lower ROI at the $2 buy-in level, your returns are still higher than the $1 level. 

Your job is to weigh your ROI versus your returns as you increase your buy-in amounts.  

 

One thing to keep in mind here: it’s not worth making the jump to the next buy-in level 

if it significantly reduces the number of contests you can play. This is covered in greater 

detail in the Contest Selection section, but you want to ensure that you can diversify 

your investments each slate.  

 

Metrics to Measure 

ROI (all but GPPs): Simply put, what is your return on your investment in DFS? Profit 

divided by total investments. This is a great indicator in all contest types except for GPPs, 

where top-heavy payouts can drastically skew your ROI. It’s also especially important 

here to measure your satellite ROI -- not all bankroll trackers calculate satellite winnings 

properly, so you may have to do some work by hand. Take a look at your total satellite 

entry fees for a contest, then see how much you actually returned when you entered 

your earned tickets (put differently, if you spent $5 to earn a $20 Millionaire Maker 

ticket, your ROI would be the $15 difference, plus whatever you may have won in the 

contest you entered the ticket with). 

 

Win percentage versus opponents (H2Hs): If you play a decent number of Head-to-

Head contests, it’s worthwhile to see how you fare versus each opponent. This is 

especially true on smaller sites where it’s easier to seek out/avoid particular DFS players. 
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You may find that you destroy a certain user name -- that means it’s time to get more 

action against them moving forward.  

 

Top 1% finishes (GPPs): Because GPP winners are usually decided by just a couple of 

points, the odds of finishing 1st and say, 10th, are pretty similar. The payouts for 1st and 

10th, though, are remarkably different -- usually 1st is 20-50x more money. Thus, your 

ROI for GPPs can change drastically because of just a few fantasy points. Instead, it’s 

much better to look at your rate of finishing in the top 1-2% of GPPs (for larger GPPs of 

10,000 or more entrants, use the top 0.1% as a threshold). If you’re consistently getting 

results in this top tier, you know your process is sound and eventually, the ball will 

bounce your way for a huge-ROI win.  

 

Uniqueness (large GPPs): For smaller slates, niche sports, or single game contests, 

having a chance to win a top prize by yourself is incredibly important. I mean, I won $1 

million in a DraftKings contest with this line of thinking. So when one of these 

contests finishes, go back and look at all of your lineups to see how many were unique 

(i.e. no other user in the contest had the same lineup). If your unique percentage is high, 

you’re building the lineups the right way for these types of contests. If it's not, then it’s 

time to go back to the drawing board to see how you can be different from the field.  

 

Lineup reviews (all contests): Perhaps the most important aspect of the review 

process, you need to take time to look at lineup constructions in previous contests. 

Whether that’s digging deep and running analysis on the stack types and salary usage 

for each lineup in a large field contest, or just looking at who your H2H opponents 

rostered, you can glean tons of information by looking at this data. In fact, a majority of 

our roster construction recommendations in our content at Occupy Fantasy were 

developed using this type of data analysis. BONUS: Thanks to the DraftKings “LIVE 

CONTESTS” feature in their lobby, you don’t even have to enter contests to see how 

pros are constructing their lineups -- before a slate ends, you can look at each lineup in 

the largest contests to see the strategies top players are using. Learn from the best, for 

free.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agJyoT0oBIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agJyoT0oBIM
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Big Baller Syndrome 

 
Emotions are a big driver of decision making. As a human, you’re imperfect. Don’t blame 

yourself, you just need to be aware of it. 

 

Many players with poor bankroll management suffer from what we call big baller 

syndrome. Many new DFS players gravitate towards the game because of the thrill. This 

same thrill is the exact reason people lose all the money in their DFS account(s). 

 

Two factors usually cause people to spend more of their bankroll than they should: 

 

1) They get the sweet taste of winning 

2) They get the sour taste of losing 

 

Wait, doesn’t that literally cover both outcomes? It absolutely does, and that’s because 

the human brain is a scumbag.  

 

Many DFS players get inflated egos after tasting victory, so they decide to risk more of 

their bankroll following a win. “Damn, I would have won so much more if I entered more 

money last night. Not making that mistake tonight.”  

 

Being overconfident in your abilities following a success story happens across all walks 

of life: DFS, business, academics, getting a date -- the list is endless. Our brains naturally 

weigh recent events more than earlier events, causing us to place a greater emphasis on 

those outcomes -- also known as recency bias. You must be aware of this bias to be 

successful in DFS. Just remember, past success (or lack thereof) is not necessarily 

indicative of future performance.   

 

In fact, learning about human psychology and bias is nearly as important as learning the 

intricacies of DFS. If you’re looking to improve at DFS, also read about how to overcome 

natural bias and you’ll see immediate improvements in your game. With this, you’ll even 
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begin to see bias in “expert” columns, podcasts, and tweets. Figure out why your brain is 

an asshole, then you’ll be more aware of why you’re doing what you’re doing.  

 

Some players will lose a few nights in a row and panic. They will try to immediately 

recoup their losses all in one night instead of focusing on their current bankroll level. 

The second you start making decisions like this, you are on a one-way path to a 

depleted bankroll. Some amateur players even go so far as implementing some version 

of the Martingale system, doubling their entries from the previous night until they get 

back to their original bankroll level. Please never do this.  

 

Let’s say you start with entering $10. If you double that amount every day in order to 

get your money back, you will have lost $1,270 in one week. “I’ll never lose seven days in 

a row, though.” Uh, yeah, you can and will if you play long enough. Add in the fact that 

competition gets much tougher at higher levels, then you’ll realize that this system is a 

disaster waiting to happen. 

 

With the big baller syndrome comes a complete lack of understanding in the types of 

contests you should play. If you’re carelessly entering more money than you should, 

odds are you’re entering the wrong contests, too.  

 

The next section, Contest Selection, is a comprehensive walkthrough of everything you 

need to know when entering DFS contests. Once you have that thorough 

understanding, you’ll be less susceptible to going rogue and straying from your defined 

DFS plan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martingale_(betting_system)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martingale_(betting_system)
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Contest Selection 
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What Exactly is Contest Selection? 
 

In addition to bankroll management, most DFS players have no idea what they’re doing 

when it comes to entering contests. The contest lobby on both FanDuel and DraftKings 

can be overwhelming -- there are multiple tabs with hundreds of contests varying in 

size, payouts, and competition levels.  

 

In the DFS industry, most advice is split into two categories: “cash” and “GPP.” This is an 

overly simplistic way of categorizing the types of contests in DFS. If you see this type of 

advice, this is what it’s actually saying: 

 

Cash -- Everyone knows this is a good play, he’s safe. If he fails, hey, everyone else 

failed, too, so don’t blame us.  

GPP/Tournament/Sleeper -- This is a risky play. He could win you lots of money, but 

he probably won’t. If he doesn’t perform well, who cares? We told you he was risky!  

 

These classifications actually help no one. For one, they don’t take into account your 

personal DFS playing style and/or your bankroll situation. Secondly, lumping all the 

contest types into just two groups assumes that most of them are the same. This 

couldn’t be further from the truth. 

 

Every contest has varying nuances that require careful consideration before entering a 

lineup. In the next section, Contest Breakdowns, we’ll go in-depth into all the intricacies 

of each contest type, their pros and cons, and specific scenarios and criteria for when 

you should enter those contests.  

 

In our Daily Plug, we’ll make specific contest recommendations for each slate based on 

a wide variety of factors. We won’t just give you the generic Cash/GPP designation -- 

you need more information than that.  

 

Aside from the contest itself, the competition is a major factor in your success. Not every 

contest has a similar skill level amongst the entrants, yet most DFS players don’t even 

consider the possibility of being able to play against weaker competition. 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
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Why enter a contest where there are hundreds of professional DFS players who have 

more lineups than you? Wouldn’t you want to enter a contest where it’s filled with 

novice players who haven’t even heard of Occupy Fantasy? In the Understanding the 

Competition section, we outline how to thoroughly vet each contest you enter to ensure 

you’re putting your lineup in the best position to win.  

 

One of the biggest selling points of DFS is the fact that you can start every day with a 

clean slate. No need to worry about slumps, injuries, rough scheduling, or any of the 

other downsides of playing season-long fantasy. Every day provides a new challenge 

with a new opportunity, which means you need to thoroughly analyze the slate every 

day in order to understand the best way to win. 

 

Your DFS plan that we discussed in the Bankroll Management section will have a high-

level overview of your intentions and goals in DFS. But when we narrow our focus down 

to an everyday level, we have many more decisions to make, using our plan as the 

backbone. 

 

You can’t go into every slate with the same mindset:  

 

“OK, I’m going to play 10 Double Ups today. Let me enter them before I go to work.”  

 

How do you know that you should play Double Ups today? Sure, your risk/reward 

profile suggests you need to play contests with less variance, but you can’t make a 

contest decision without ever trying to build a lineup first.  

 

Who are your top-tier plays? What are betting odds telling us? Are other people 

thinking the same way I am tonight? Without answers to these questions, you can’t 

possibly be putting your money in a good spot by blindly entering contests.  

 

Our first -- and most -- important contest selection rule: Create your lineup(s) first, 

then enter contests. Not the other way around.  
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A lot goes into contest selection, yet an overwhelming majority of DFS players put zero 

effort into this important task. It’s one of the biggest reasons that more than 80 percent 

of DFS players are lifetime losers.  

 

After you’ve read this guide and gone through this process a few times, you’ll eventually 

get to the point where it’s second nature. But in the beginning, you should be thinking 

about contest selection just as much as, if not more than, building your actual lineup. 
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Contest Breakdowns 
 

There are a handful of certain contest types that you’ll see on both FanDuel and 

DraftKings. In this section, we’ll tell you exactly what each contest is and when you 

should play that type of contest.  Most DFS content sites give you a quick glance as to 

what a 50/50 is, for example, but none will give you the level of detail that is required to 

be successful in DFS. 

 

For each of the contest types below, you’ll find: 

 

Margin: How much of the prize pool is given to the sites 

Return: If you win, the amount you’ll win (listed as the amount times the entry fee) 

Percentage of the field that cashes: How many entrants win prizes 

 

Afterwards, we’ll discuss the nuances of each contest type and what you should look for 

in both your DFS plan/outline and your current lineup to determine whether or not this 

contest is right for you.  

 

Let’s get into it: 

 

Head to Head (H2H) 

Margin: 5.7% - 10% 

Return: 1.8 - 1.9X 

Percentage of field that cashes: 50% 

 

Heads up. 1v1. Me versus you. Whatever you want to call it, Head to Head contests are 

the simplest to understand. Just score higher than your opponent and you’ll nearly 

double your entry fee (we have to pay the margin so you won’t exactly double your 

money).  

 

Some DFS players love H2H contests for the sheer competition. Others love it because it 

allows you to diversify your lineup across a multitude of different opponents. The rest 

love it because it’s the easiest contest to win.  
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Head to Heads are the lowest risk (and lowest reward) competitions in DFS. For this 

reason, they should make up a significant portion of your bankroll allocation if you’re 

driving a long-term, slow-earning investment vehicle.  

 

When to play H2H: 

 

Because of the volatility of a 1-on-1 matchup, it’s never wise to invest your entire daily 

allocation into one Head to Head contest. For example: 

 

If you have a Beginner or Starter bankroll, and you’re spending 2 percent of your roll 

on tonight’s slate, you should never play just one $2 H2H contest. Instead of using your 

entire daily investment against multiple players, your winnings now rely on a single 

opponent. This isn’t ideal. 

 

As a rule of thumb, you should only play H2Hs if your allocation for a particular 

slate allows you to play against 10 or more different opponents. This will allow you 

to diversify your allocation against multiple sets of lineups. The more opponents you 

can play, the “truer” your returns will be. Look at it this way: 

 

If your score for the night is in the 75th percentile of all users on DraftKings, you would 

win 75 percent of your contests if you played every single DraftKings user in a H2H. If 

you only play against three opponents that night, you could win anywhere from 0 to 100 

percent of your contests just based on your H2H matchups. This type of volatility is not 

what we’re looking for in Head to Heads.  

 

In H2Hs, especially in lower stakes contests, there isn’t a ton of game theory. Simply play 

the best plays, and you’ll generally come out on top. There isn’t a need to look for “low-

owned” guys or sleepers -- put out your best lineup and force your opponent to show 

that he/she also knows the best plays. 

 

Head to Heads are always a piece of the portfolio for successful DFS players, especially 

the top 1 percent. Even if you’re a high-risk, high-reward player with a focus on larger 
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paydays, H2H contests can provide stability to your bankroll and help keep you afloat 

during even the roughest of cold streaks.  

 

50/50s and Double Ups 

Margin: 9% - 13% 

Return: 1.8 - 2X 

Percentage of field that cashes: 43 - 50% 

 

50/50s and Double Ups are right in line with H2Hs in the risk/reward department. 

Instead of playing just one opponent, however, you’ll play against a field of DFS lineups. 

It’s simple -- finish in the top half of the scores in the contest and you’ll win. It doesn’t 

matter if you beat 50 percent of the field or 99 percent of the field; you win the same 

amount.  

 

There is a slight difference between the two, though, as you’ll win slightly more in a 

Double Up. Of course, this comes with a catch -- you’ll need to beat more players. In 

short: 

 

Double Up: Beat roughly 43 percent of the field to earn 2X your entry. 

50/50: Beat 50 percent of the field to earn roughly 1.8X your entry.  

 

When to play 50/50s and Double Ups: 

 

Unlike H2Hs, you can play 50/50s and Double Ups at any bankroll level. However, that’s 

not to say all of these contests are made the same. Obviously, you’ll have less variance -

- and a more accurate result -- if your 50/50 contest has 1,000 entries instead of 10. 

When in doubt, try to find 50/50s and Double Up contests with the most entrants.  

 

The one exception to this rule, however, is when there is multi-entry allowed. If you’re 

just entering one lineup in a contest, but other players can enter more, you’re already at 

a disadvantage, especially because sharks tend to flock to these types of contests. 

Playing in a contest where multiple DFS pros have 10, 20, or even 100 times more 
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entries than you puts you at a major disadvantage and ruins the point of playing in a 

low-risk, low-reward contest.  

 

Another difference from H2Hs is the importance of ownership. If a top play is going to 

be 50 percent owned and he’s not in your lineup, you’re taking a major risk in a 50/50. If 

this play performs well, you’ll be facing an uphill battle to cash. Our friends at the 

Unsourced Fantasy Collective made a great point on one of our podcasts, and it’s the 

next rule of thumb in contest selection: 

 

When playing 50/50s and Double Ups, your lineup should be filled with mostly 

projected high-owned players. If you’re preparing for a specific slate, and your top-tier 

plays (or the top plays in our Occupy Model) are projected to be highly-owned, this 

should indicate that a big portion of your allocation should be in 50/50s and Double 

Ups.  

 

What’s the reasoning behind this? For one, highly-owned players represent “power in 

numbers.” With the amount of information widely available for DFS research, it doesn’t 

take long for the crowd to identify the best options. To be blunt, these players are highly 

owned for a reason.  

 

By sticking a bunch of these guys in your lineup, you’re automatically filling your roster 

with players perceived to be in the best situations. If they flop, no need to worry -- a big 

portion of the field in your contest will also have these guys. It’s when you don’t have 

these players that you expose yourself to unnecessary risk.  

 

So far, we’ve lumped 50/50s and Double Ups into the same bucket, but there certainly 

are times when you should play one versus the other. Certain sports’ scoring are more 

conducive to the higher rewards in Double Up contests. In event-based sports like MLB 

and NFL where one play can vastly improve your lineup (think home run or touchdown), 

you should opt for the 2X return of Double Ups. If you’re going to beat 50 percent of 

the field, you’ll likely also beat 57 percent of the field if one of your players is the 

beneficiary of an “event.”  

 

http://www.twitter.com/UFCollective
https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-nfl/
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In sports like NBA where the scoring is more consistent, victory margins are smaller, 

making it more difficult to beat 57 percent of the field. In these sports, stick to 50/50s. 

 

Another point to consider is the correlation in your lineup. If your roster is stacked (think 

3-5 batters in MLB or a QB-WR combination in NFL), there’s natural upside present. 

Because your scoring will be more bunched, it falls in line with the same thinking above 

-- if you beat 50 percent of the field, the correlation in your lineup makes it likely that 

you’ll also beat 57 percent of the entrants. 

 

If you decide to go with a group of the best plays with no significant correlation (highly-

rated leadoff batters in MLB or no stacks in NFL), you’re better off playing in 50/50 

contests.  

 

When in doubt, determine the potential upside of your lineup, and enter the 

appropriate contest. Just be sure to note the difference in the Margin range for 50/50s 

and Double Ups compared to Head to Heads -- you have to pay a little more to the sites 

to get that reduction in volatility and/or slight increase in returns.  

 

Triple Ups / 3X 

Margin: 11% - 13% 

Return: 3X 

Percentage of field that cashes: 28 - 33% 

 

Next in line of risk/reward contests are Triple Ups -- sometimes called 3X contests. 

Depending on the size of the field, you’ll need to beat a little more than 70 percent of 

the entrants in order to cash. This is no small task, but the rewards will obviously help 

grow your bankroll at a faster rate than simple Head to Heads or 50/50s.  

 

You’ll find these contests in the “Multipliers” tab on both FanDuel and DraftKings. 

Similar to the contests above, there are multiple field sizes when it comes to Triple Ups -

- anywhere from two opponents to more than 100.  
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When to play Triple Ups: 

 

For Triple Up contests, you’ll want a tad bit more upside in your lineups. However, don’t 

make the mistake of thinking you need a GPP-type lineup and overload your roster with 

low-owned players. This brings us to the next rule: 

 

Triple Ups are only an extension of your H2H and/or 50/50 or Double Up contests 

-- they shouldn’t be played on their own. Essentially, if you have enough money in 

your allocation to enter multiple contests, you would add a handful of Triple Ups to your 

existing H2H or 50/50 contest portfolio.  

 

The size of the field of the Triple Up should directly correlate with the size of the field in 

your H2Hs or Double Ups. If you’re playing H2Hs, your Triple Up allocation should be in 

contests with only three entrants. If you’re playing large-field Double Ups or 50/50s 

(think 50, 100, or more entrants), you should also be playing large-field Triple Ups.  

 

Should you always add Triple Ups when you play H2Hs or Double Ups? No -- only if 

there is enough correlation in your lineup to justify the risk/reward of a Triple Up. Similar 

to the explanation in the Double Up section, you shouldn’t be playing Triple Ups unless 

your lineup has a team stack (linemates in NHL,  batters in MLB) or a correlated pairing 

(QB-WR, RB-DEF in NFL).  

 

Just remember -- you don’t choose to play Triple Ups. The lineup you use in your H2Hs 

and Double Ups will determine whether you should enter Triple Up contests.  

 

Quintuple Ups / 5X 

Margin: 9% - 13% 

Return: 5X 

Percentage of field that cashes: 17 - 18% 

 

Quintuple Ups or 5X contests are where we begin to enter the territory for higher 

risk/reward players. Like all the previous contests, all winners in this contest type will 

receive the same prize: 5X their entry fee.  
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Also found in the “Multipliers” tab in the Contest Lobby, you won’t win this contest very 

frequently, as you’ll need to beat 82 to 83 percent of the field -- that’s not as easy of a 

feat. However, Quintuple Ups offer the best odds of any contest in returning 5X your 

entry, and generally the margin is lower than the other high risk/reward contests below.  

 

When to play Quintuple Ups: 

 

It’s at this point you need to think about roster construction differently. There are very 

specific scenarios where you can enter your H2H/Double Up lineup in a Quintuple Up 

(multiple correlations, weaker competition in a 5-man contest), but in most cases you’ll 

be entering a completely different lineup.  

 

You can’t just have a lineup littered with highly-owned players like you can in Double 

Ups -- if these players fail, you’ll obviously lose. If they perform as expected, you still 

haven’t cashed yet because you have to beat more than four-fifths of the field. Your 

chances of cashing will come down to just one or two players in this situation.  

 

But this isn’t to say you have to avoid all high-owned players -- this is a common 

mistake for many DFS players when they make lineups for high-reward contests. They 

believe that every player in their lineup needs to be under the radar, but this just simply 

isn’t the case. It’s okay to roster one or two popular players (in fact we recommend 

doing this in most cases), and if you just glance at the results of a recent Quintuple Up 

(or higher reward contest like a League or GPP), you’ll notice that most winning lineups 

will feature at least one player with an ownership above 20 percent.  

 

Especially for bankrolls in the Beginner through Intermediate tier, Quintuple Ups 

should be the basis of your high risk/high reward portfolio. Unless you’re completely 

focused on playing H2Hs and Double Ups, there will certainly be slates where you find 

that your top plays -- and optimal lineup -- are a perfect combination of risk and upside. 

It’s during these instances that you should begin to look towards Quintuple Ups. If your 

top-tier plays have any of the following characteristics, then your lineup is made for this 

type of contest: 
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- Similar projection at a similar price as a popular play, but with much lower 

ownership 

- Part of a stack that isn’t in the top-tier of Vegas team totals 

- Inconsistency -- think a deep-threat WR or a power hitter who strikes out a ton. 

These players are too risky for Double Ups, but their upside makes them perfect 

for 5X contests. 

 

Boosters / 10X 

Margin: 11.5% - 15% 

Return: 10X 

Percentage of field that cashes: 8.5 - 9% 

 

Looking for more upside than Quintuple Ups? Boosters will provide a return of 10 times 

your entry fee. Note, however, that these contests are currently only available on 

DraftKings (in the Multipliers tab).  

 

You’ll need to beat more than 90 percent of the field to achieve this difficult prize, so 

there’s a ton of risk/reward. There are two concerns with this contest type, however: 

 

1. The margins are some of the highest on DraftKings. It’s difficult to win when 15 

percent of the prize pool is going into the site’s pockets 

2. DFS pros FLOOD these contests. It’s rare to find a Booster without 5 to 10 of the 

top players in the world.  

 

When to play Boosters: 

 

Honestly, there aren’t many times where it makes sense to enter a Booster unless you 

want to throw away your hard-earned money. This will be a short section -- only play 

Boosters when both of these criteria are met: 

 

1. There are only one or two DFS pros in the contest (more on how to determine 

this in the Understanding the Competition section) (also good luck with this 

happening). 

2. The correlated plays in your lineup are expected to be low-owned.  
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Leagues / Contests 

Margin: 9% - 15% 

Return: 2 - 25X 

Percentage of field that cashes: 12 - 17% 

 

Finally -- our favorite contest type at Occupy Fantasy. We’ll explain in detail 

throughout this section, but Leagues and Contests are the best way to grow your 

bankroll in the early stages.  

 

Leagues and Contests are actually found in different tabs on FanDuel and DraftKings: 

 

 FanDuel: “3-100 Player” 

 DraftKings: “Tournaments” 

 

Note that it can be tricky to find them on DraftKings -- the best way is searching 

“Contest” in the Tournaments tab.  

 

In these contests, a relatively small portion of the field gets paid -- normally 12 percent 

in the 100-player Leagues on FanDuel and 17 percent in the Contests on DraftKings. 

Unlike any of the previously discussed contest types, however, you receive incrementally 

larger payouts the higher you finish in a League or Contest. You’ll usually receive 3X 

your investment if you barely cash, while 1st place finishers can receive up to 25X their 

entry fee.  

 

Leagues generally range from 20 to 117 entries. FanDuel and DraftKings breakdown 

their League sizes like this: 

 

 FanDuel: 10, 20, 50, 100 

 DraftKings: 10, 39, 58, 117 (and some larger ones) 

 

If we refer to the size of a League, we’re referencing FanDuel in particular (mostly 

because it’s easy for us not to use a weird number like 58). If you see this, but only play 
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on DraftKings, just use the League with the closest size (example: we mention a 100-

player League, that’s essentially the same as the 117-person Contest on DraftKings). 

 

Aside from public contests in the lobby, Leagues are also a popular way to play daily 

fantasy with friends and family. You can set up a private league, invite only people you 

know to enter the contest, destroy their confidence, show you know too much about 

DFS, and take their money. 

 

When to play Leagues: 

 

Essentially any time you’re thinking of playing a guaranteed prize pool tournament (aka 

GPP, next section), you should actually be playing a League. Leagues are tougher than 

GPPs to cash (12 to 17 percent compared to 20 to 25 percent) -- but you’re not playing 

these contests to barely cash. You’re playing them for the top prizes.  

 

With that said, here’s actually the number one piece of information to remember when 

it comes to contest types: 

 

If you play a GPP and finish in the top 1 percent, you’ll earn roughly 8X your entry 

fee. 

If you play a 100-player Contest and finish in the top 1 percent, you’ll earn roughly 

25X your entry fee. 

 

Unless you get extremely lucky and beat thousands (or tens of thousands of entrants) 

and finish in the top 0.1 percent of a GPP, you’re earning significantly less money than if 

you played in a League. Winning a League for 25X your entry is massive for smaller 

bankrolls and can sometimes single-handedly boost your bankroll to the next tier.  

 

Your League lineups should be higher risk/higher reward than your Double Up lineups, 

but some DFS players take this to the extreme. For some reason, highly-projected 

players aren’t nearly as highly owned as they should be in the 10- and 20-player 

Contests. It’s likely because users associate the smaller payout percentages with the 

need to take risks. Thus, your Double Up/Triple Up lineups are sometimes worth using in 
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these smaller field Leagues because there won’t be a ton of overlap with your 

“supposed-to-be” highly-owned players.  

 

The threshold for when to start using your higher risk lineups is 50 entrants. In the 50- 

and 100-player Leagues, your lineup should consist of correlated plays and a handful of 

lower-owned options.  

 

Always think to yourself -- can this lineup score enough points to win first place? If 

that’s not the case, do NOT enter it into a League. You’re playing the high-risk 

contest because you want the high reward. If you’re satisfied with cashing for the 

minimum (and you shouldn’t be), just play a Triple Up or Quintuple Up.  

 

If you’re playing in a private League with friends and family -- they likely aren’t as good 

as you (I mean, come on, you’re reading a 75-page e-book on DFS fundamentals, they 

can’t touch you). Just play your Double Up lineup and you’ll probably win; there’s no 

need to get cute.  

 

Guaranteed Prize Pools (GPPs) / Tournaments 

Margin: 10% - 16% 

Return: 2 - 1,000X+ 

Percentage of field that cashes: 18 - 25% 

 

Ah, finally the contest type that everyone associates with daily fantasy sports. Win a 

large-field GPP and your life could be changed forever -- this is what attracts most 

users. Unfortunately, this is also what causes 80 percent of DFS players to be losing 

players.  

 

These Tournaments usually feature thousands (if not tens or hundreds of thousands) of 

entries, making it incredibly difficult to win an amount that will drastically boost your 

bankroll.  
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Here are things that are more likely to happen to you than winning a large-field GPP: 

 

1) Being killed by a bee 

2) Becoming an astronaut 

3) Becoming a pro athlete 

4) Having your arm cut off by a chainsaw 

5) Dying in a plane crash 

6) Being generally murdered 

 

All of these probabilities are real, by the way. In fact, we could write an entire guide on 

things more likely to happen to you than winning a huge prize in DFS. Pretty sure you’d 

get bored after one page, though.  

 

In today’s DFS world, a majority of the GPPs are incredibly top-heavy -- that is, most of 

the payouts are concentrated in the top 3-5 spots. If you finish in the 20th-25th 

percentile -- also known as min-cashing (winning the minimum prize) -- you’ll earn 1.5X 

- 3X your entry fee. Think about it this way: 

 

If you’re in a GPP with 10,000 entries, and you min-cash, that means you have scored 

higher than 7,500 lineups. But, you’ve only earned $6 on your $3 entry. It’s no wonder so 

many DFS players go broke with this type of return. Here’s a typical payout structure for 

a $3 GPP on DraftKings: 
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Yes, you’re seeing that correctly. In this contest, you can beat 75 percent of the field and 

not even double your entry fee.  

 

If you haven’t understood our message by now, we’ll say it clearly: GPPs are awful for 

your bankroll and should be avoided aside from very specific circumstances.  

 

When to play GPPs: 

 

One of the biggest issues with GPPs -- aside from the near-impossible nature of winning 

one -- is the maximum number of entries allowed per contest. There are primarily three 

types of GPP entry limits: 

 

1. Single Entry - max one entry per user 

2. 3-Max - max three entries per user 

3. Mass Multi-Entry (MME) - max 20+ entries per user (generally 20-150) 

 

It’s borderline insane to believe you can beat 10,000 lineups from random users. But 

when you add in the fact that many of these lineups are not from different users, that 

may classify you as clinically unstable. Many DFS pros max-enter GPPs, meaning they 

enter as many lineups as physically allowed by the contest restraints. So if the max is 

150, your one lineup will be up against pros who have 150 unique lineups in this 

contest. Still like your odds? 
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It’s for this reason that we have one simple rule if you decide to play GPPs: 

 

Only enter a GPP with your own cash if you enter the maximum number of 

lineups.  

 

You’ll notice the “with your own cash” caveat -- more on that in the Targeting Satellites 

section.  

 

So if you’re playing a 3-Max Entry GPP, you should have three unique lineups in that 

contest. While you’ll still be up against pros with multiple lineups, at least you’ll be on a 

level field as far as number of swings you get to hit the top prize.  

 

What does this mean for MME GPPs? Have you ever tried to create and enter 50-150 

lineups in one contest? It’s pretty freaking hard. If you’re willing to shell out $7.50, try 

max-entering the 5c 150-max GPP on FanDuel one night. You’ll get a glimpse into the 

life of MME DFS pros.  

 

Fortunately, we’ve made this process easier recently with our partnership with dfsMagic, 

so if you’re interested in mass-multi entering, be sure to check them out.  

 

However, this comes back to the type of player you are. If you’re solely playing DFS to 

max-enter GPPs to win huge prizes, well, it’s time to develop your process. It’s certainly 

not easy, and that’s why it’s not recommended for most DFS players. Unless you’re 

committed to this style of play, you’re better off sticking to Single Entry or 3-Max GPPs if 

you’re entering a large-field Tournament.  

 

We will occasionally recommend GPPs in our Daily Plug, but those are rare 

circumstances. Here’s what you should be looking for in your lineup: 

 

1. Multiple correlated plays (e.g. stacking batters from two different teams in MLB. 

You need exponential scoring to climb the leaderboards) 

http://www.dfsmagic.com/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
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2. Stacks are low-owned (need the combination of your stack doing well and a 

popular stack missing) 

3. Unique roster construction (e.g. if the popular plays are high-priced RBs, that 

leads most people to build their lineups a certain way. If your lineup has high-

priced WRs, you’re naturally creating a unique lineup.) 

4. Every player in your lineup has a chance to be the highest scoring at his position 

(generally can’t win a GPP without high-ceiling players) 

 

If your lineup(s) meet these criteria, then a sliver of your daily/weekly allocation can be 

entered in GPPs -- just as long as you’re hitting the maximum number of entries. 

 

Satellites / Qualifiers 

Margin: 6.5% - 15% 

Return: 3 - 100X+ 

Percentage of field that cashes: 1 - 33% 

 

Satellites and Qualifiers are contests where winners receive an entry into a larger, future 

buy-in contest (also known as a ticket). Typically, these entries are for large-field GPPs.  

 

For example, you can enter a $3 Satellite on DraftKings during football season and the 

top 14 percent will receive a free entry to the $20 Millionaire Maker GPP for the 

following week.  

 

Satellites vary in reward -- sometimes only 1 percent of the field earns a ticket, other 

times 20 percent of the field are winners. Because the payout structures differ from 

contest to contest, this is an important aspect that you’ll need to look at every time you 

think about entering a Satellite.  

 

To make it simple, we break down Satellites into two groups: Super and Regular. If 2 

percent of the field or less wins a ticket, we consider it a Super Satellite. If more than 2 

percent of the field wins a ticket, we consider it a Regular Satellite. Here are some 

examples of both: 
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Super Satellite Examples 

 

Entry Fee Ticket Value # of Entrants # of Winners % of Field Wins 

$4 $1776 492 1 0.2% 

$3 $300 112 1 0.9% 

$5 $250 275 5 1.8% 

 

 

Regular Satellite Examples 

 

Entry Fee Ticket Value # of Entrants # of Winners % of Field Wins 

$2 $25 27 2 7.4% 

$1 $6 670 100 14.9% 

$3 $20 230 30 13.0% 

 

When to play Satellites: 

 

Because the payout isn’t immediate -- or even guaranteed -- you shouldn’t be risking a 

large portion of your bankroll on Satellites. As a general rule of thumb for Satellites: 

 

Don’t spend more than 1 percent of your bankroll on a Regular Satellite. 

Don’t spend more than half of the percentage of the field that cashes of your 

bankroll on a Super Satellite. This is a mouthful, so for example: If 1 percent of the 

field wins a ticket in a Super Satellite, don’t spend more than 0.5 percent of your 

bankroll on that contest (0.5 percent is half of 1 percent).  

 

If this is confusing, here’s a table showing various Satellite contests and how much of 

your bankroll you can spend:  
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Entry 

fee 

% Needed  

to Win 

Satellite 

Type 

Max % of Bankroll 

to Spend 

Minimum 

Bankroll 

$3 1% (1 out of 100) Super 0.5% $600 

$3 20% (1 out of 5) Regular 1% $300 

$1 0.5% (1 out of 200) Super 0.25% $400 

$1 10% (1 out of 10) Regular 1% $100 

  

In the first example in the table above, if a $3 Satellite requires you to finish in the top 1 

percent to win a ticket (aka it’s a Super Satellite), $3 should be no more than 0.5 percent 

of your bankroll, so you need at least $600 in your bankroll to enter this contest.  

 

From the second example: if a $3 Satellite requires you to finish in the top 20 percent 

(aka it’s a Regular Satellite), that would mean you shouldn’t spend more than 1 percent 

of your bankroll on it. Therefore, you should have at least a $300 bankroll to enter this 

contest.  

 

In short -- never spend more than 1 percent of your bankroll on a Satellite. The 

harder it is to win a ticket in a contest, the less of your bankroll you should spend.  

 

Now that we’ve hammered home how much of your bankroll to spend on Satellites, 

what kinds of lineups should you enter into these contests? It mostly depends on the 

percentage of the field that wins a ticket. If Satellites are in your DFS plan (you’ll 

understand more on this after reading the Targeting Satellites section), you can use the 

same criteria that you use for Quintuple Ups, Boosters, and Leagues: 
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Contest  

Type 

% of Field that Wins a 

Ticket in a Satellite 

Quintuple Up 20% 

Booster 10% 

League < 10% 

 

So if your lineup fits the criteria for a Quintuple Up, that same lineup can be entered in a 

Satellite where 1 out of every 5 entries wins a ticket (20 percent). We call this strategy 

backing up a lineup -- entering a lineup with the same risk-reward into both a satellite 

contest and a non-satellite contest. When your lineup hits, you’ll win cash and have a 

shot at earning a ticket.  

 

Before we finish this section, we can’t forget the number one rule of Satellites: 

 

Do not play Qualifiers for Live Final events. Holy shit, they’re so bad. Both FanDuel 

and DraftKings have season-end contests where you cannot directly buy in -- you have 

to win a ticket to play. Despite how fun these live events are (they normally throw a 

lavish viewing party for entrants), they absolutely drain your bankroll.  

 

It’s nearly impossible to qualify for one, as the tickets are valued in the range of tens of 

thousands of dollars. So, imagine the amount of lineups you would have to beat if 

you’re entering a $3 Live Final Qualifier and need to win a $40,000 ticket.  

 

Many Baller tier bankroll players will spend thousands of dollars trying to qualify for a 

Live Final. The worst part is that the payouts suck at these events, so most people 

spending this much money trying to qualify don’t break even if they somehow win a trip 

to the event.  

 

Just never play these Qualifiers. They’ll look enticing, but they’re literally the most 

negative expected value (-EV) contests in DFS. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBmmrDxkVUc
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Understanding the Competition 
 

How many DFS pros did you face in your DFS contests last night? If you don’t know the 

answer, then you’ll be happy you’re reading this section. Contest selection is a thorough 

process -- you can’t just expect to enter contests in five seconds right before lineups 

lock or whenever you get free time randomly throughout the day.  

 

Determining who you’re playing against and adjusting accordingly is a surefire way to 

automatically boost your return on investment in DFS. You can create better lineups, 

manage your money better, and even pick the right types of contests, but if the 

competition is stacked against you, you’re facing an uphill battle.  

 

Before you enter any contest, you should scan the list of entrants to determine the 

quality of your competition. Use the following process to seek out contests with weaker 

opponents and watch your bankroll grow: 

 

Size of the field: It’s obvious, but the less entrants there are in a contest, the easier it 

will be to vet the competition. In a 10-person League, you’ll quickly be able to see who 

your opponents are -- not really the case in a 20,000-person GPP. 

 

Experience badges: This isn’t a foolproof way to determine quality of opponent, but it 

can help you immediately notice a contest full of casual DFS players. After the legal 

battles FanDuel and DraftKings faced, they created a system for users to be able to see 

the experience levels of their opponents. Unfortunately, there are only three tiers on 

both FanDuel and DraftKings: 

 

FanDuel:  

 

White star with blue border – Experienced: A player is identified as experienced 

when they have entered more than 500 contests or won more than $2,500 across 

six contests. 
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Blue star with white border – Highly Experienced: A player is identified as highly 

experienced if they have entered more than 1,000 contests or won more than 

$1,000 in four or more contests. 

 

          No star – A player that has not met any of the four metrics will receive no badge. 

 

DraftKings: 

 

 500 Contests: Earn this badge & stripe when you compete in more than 500 

contests 

 1,000 Contests: Earn a second stripe when you compete in more than 1,000 

contests 

 Big Win: Earn this badge when you have more than 3 entries payout $1,000 or more 

OR win a total of $2,500 or more and have payouts from 5 or more entries 

 500 plus Big Win: Earn this badge and stripe when you compete in more than 500 

contests and win $1,000 in 3 or more contests, or win a total of $2,500 in 5 contests 

 1,000 Plus Big Win: Earn this badge and stripe when you compete in more than 

1000 contests and win $1,000 in 3 or more contests, or win a total of $2,500 in 5 

contests 

 

The criteria to be deemed an experienced player is pretty low, so you can’t really denote 

the difference between a player who got lucky and hit a big score versus a seasoned 

professional. However, you can see the novices, and those are the players you should 

pick on. Find contests with as many entrants who are missing experience badges. 

 

Maximum Entries in a Contest: This aspect was mentioned in the GPP Contest 

Breakdown, but it’s worth repeating. Contests where there are 50 to 150 entries allowed 

are magnets for DFS sharks.  Single entry and 3-Max contests are much less likely to 

attract the top professionals, so you’ll usually see easier competition here. When in 

doubt, always stay away from mass-multi entry contests -- not just in GPPs, but in 

Double Ups, Multipliers, and Satellites, too.  
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Getting Familiar with the Pros: If you’ve been playing DFS for a while now, you’ve 

likely heard of some of the top players in the game. You’d think it’s obvious that you’d 

want to avoid those players, but some people have ego issues. “I want to play against 

these pros and beat them!” Yeah, stop thinking that. Unless your singular DFS goal is to 

beat a pro in one contest (if so, why the hell are you reading this book?), you should 

look for the easiest spots to make money and build your bankroll. 

 

Luckily for us, RotoGrinders has a ranking system that lists the top players for every 

sport. On their website, you can enter a DFS user name and see where they rank in the 

world. This isn’t a perfect ranking system as it’s volume-based instead of ROI-based, but 

these users routinely enter hundreds of thousands of dollars, if not millions, in contests 

per week. Here are the names you should immediately be aware of and avoid if possible 

-- they are currently the top ranked overall players: 

 

Rotogrinders Top 10 (as of May) 

 

1. aweseno 

2. ChipotleAddict 

3. youdacao 

4. papagates 

5. moklovin 

6. bric75 

7. giantsquid 

8. petteytheft89 

9. bkreider 

10. I_Slewfoot_U 

 

There are tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of active DFS users, so this list isn’t 

comprehensive when it comes to the top 1 percent players. As you begin to look 

through contests, search users’ names on RotoGrinders. Create a list for yourself. If you 

find that they are a top-100 or top-500 player in the sport you’re playing, add them to a 

https://rotogrinders.com/rankings
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list. Get familiar with this list -- after a while, you won’t need the list and you’ll 

automatically recognize the top players. 

 

In addition to these pros, look at players who kick your ass in H2H contests -- you’ll 

have this information from your detailed record keeping. There’s no shame in avoiding 

the players on this list -- why play them if you don’t have to? 

 

Just stick to beating inexperienced players -- or the other 80 percent of players who 

have no defined DFS plan -- and keep growing your bankroll. 
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Free Money: Overlay 
 

In the Bankroll Management section, there was an entire section dedicated to 

maximizing your bankroll in untraditional ways -- freerolls, deposit bonuses, etc. But 

there’s another method that requires its own section: overlay. 

 

DFS sites like FanDuel and DraftKings run contests with guaranteed prize pools to 

attract users. It doesn’t matter how many players actually enter these contests -- the 

final prize pool will be the listed, guaranteed amount.  

 

There are a number of factors for this happening, but sometimes these guaranteed 

contests don’t reach maximum capacity. When this happens, the contest still plays. But 

instead of users fronting the cash for the prize pool, the DFS sites must make up the 

difference -- this is overlay. 

 

When there is overlay, you have to beat less opponents to win money, so that’s 

awesome. These spots don’t happen frequently, but they’re so valuable that you should 

look to seek them out at every opportunity. 

 

The golden number you should be looking for is when the overlay exceeds the 

margin for the contest. When this happens, you end up paying zero rake to the site, 

causing the percentage of the field you need to beat to cash drop dramatically.  

 

For example: if the margin in a 100-man Double Up is 10 percent, and 11 percent of the 

contest doesn’t fill, the overlay has exceeded the margin. You pay zero rake to the site in 

this situation.  

 

The easiest way to do this is to download RotoGrinders free browser extension -- with 

this tool, margin, overlay, and other contest details will appear right in the lobby without 

having to calculate them!  

 

One quick note: not every contest is guaranteed. You need to look for the Guaranteed 

symbols on FanDuel G and DraftKings G to find contests with possible overlay.  

https://rotogrinders.com/pages/rotogrinders-daily-fantasy-browser-extensions-245335
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So how do we find overlay? Here are the best ways: 

 

Be at your computer or on your phone 3 minutes before lock 

Most of the time, the DFS sites get the sizing of the contests right. While it may look like 

a contest may not fill completely early in the day, it almost always does. Heck, even a 

contest needing hundreds of players with 10 minutes to spare can fill fully. 

 

You must be ready to enter these contests with less than 60 seconds before lineups 

close. In the minutes leading up to lock, scan the lobby and look for contests that are 

unlikely to fill. Monitor them until the 60 second mark -- if they still look far from filling, 

it’s time to jump. 

 

Most overlay occurs in smaller contests 

It’s not often you’ll find overlay in the featured GPPs on FanDuel and DraftKings, but 

they do happen from time to time. Satellites, Leagues, Double Ups, and other 

overlooked contests, though, are where you’ll find the best opportunities.  

 

Days with multiple sports 

When there is more than one sport playing on a particular day, there’s a good chance of 

finding overlay. Think of NFL Sundays, for example. Almost everyone is going to play 

NFL and unless they’re pros -- or degenerates or incredible with their time management 

-- they’ll likely ignore MLB, NBA, or NHL slates that day. Because of the lack of interest, 

we can often find overlay in these forgotten sports. For instance, we found overlay in an 

NHL satellite last season when both MLB and NBA were happening (only 27 of the 41 

entries filled) -- this was a frequent occurrence: 
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Use your phone! 

Unless you’re clueless with mobile phones or have terrible eyesight (there is probably a 

strong overlap here), using the FanDuel and DraftKings mobile apps are the best way to 

quickly enter contests with overlay at the last second. 

 

With your lineups already created, all you have to do is click the contest name and your 

lineups will appear below. Just one click will enter your lineup into that contest -- when 

seconds are precious and you need to find as much overlay as possible, this 2-button 

approach works quite well.  

 

Don’t overdo it 

Just because it’s easier to win contests with overlay, it doesn’t mean you’re actually 

going to win, so don’t go overboard with your bankroll allocation. 

 

In our Daily Plug, we recommend a range for your bankroll allocation for that slate. This 

gives you some flexibility in the number of contests you can enter, but the primary 

reason is to account for overlay. 

 

If we recommend 3-4 percent for tonight’s slate, you should first enter 3 percent. Most 

of the time, you’ll only end up with that bottom part of the range. But, that extra one 

percent is in case of overlay -- you’ll already have it built into your allocation without 

overexposing yourself. Connecting the dots, this means you should only add one 

percent of allocation to your current exposure for entering contests with overlay.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
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The Bigger Picture 
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Developing Your Process 
 

OK, after diving headfirst into contest selection, it’s time to take a step back and look at 

the bigger picture. At this point, you understand the criteria for when you should enter 

each contest. You also have a fundamental understanding of what drives you as a DFS 

player. It’s now time to connect these two pillars of success. 

 

Every time you play DFS, there should be a process in place for gathering information, 

digesting the data, and utilizing what you’ve accumulated to create lineups. It’s not 

enough to just have a separate process for daily and weekly sports, however.  

 

You need to have a unique process for each DFS sport you play. Because of the 

lineup intricacies and news cycle differences between each sport, your path to creating a 

lineup should ultimately be different, as well.  

 

Here are a handful of important steps to consider for your process in each sport:  

 

Am I playing today / this week? 

This may seem like a stupid question, but you’d be surprised at the amount of DFS 

players who enter contests or decide to play DFS on a day where their schedule doesn’t 

work. Before starting your process, be sure that your schedule gives you ample time to 

research, create, and submit your lineups. 

 

Are you on the west coast and have a work meeting at 3:30pm? Yeah, no chance you’re 

going to be able to play NBA DFS that day.  

 

Time to start my MLB DFS research! Oh wait, the only time I can create lineups is after 

work but I’m going to happy hour. Just don’t play today -- it will be there tomorrow, we 

promise.  

 

Going camping this weekend? You might have a tough time entering NFL contests and 

editing your lineups.  
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So, Step 1 -- figure out if time allows you to complete every part of your process before 

committing to playing a slate. 

 

Step 2 -- figure out when you have time to complete your process. Ideally, you will have 

a set personal schedule for each sport and can keep the same routine for each slate.  

Do you have time before work to do some initial research? Only during lunch or after 

work? Do you not give a shit about your job and just research all day anyways? Are your 

weekends free for NFL? Know your schedule and time constraints.  

 

Start from the top down -- a team level approach 

When starting your research for a slate, it’s best to begin from the top down. By starting 

at a macro level, you’ll be able to see which teams are in good situations and/or are 

expected to be popular in DFS contests.  

 

Look at Vegas odds to see which teams are highly projected. It’s not a perfect 

measurement, but teams with the highest team totals are generally going to be the 

most popular for that slate. Betting percentages -- the percentage of bets a team is 

receiving in a game in the betting markets -- is an even better indicator of likely 

popularity.  

 

Instead of then researching which players are expected to perform best, keep your initial 

research at the team level. Should you avoid a game because of a weather forecast? Is a 

team playing a road back-to-back? Is a west coast team traveling to the east coast for 

an early start time? Has their betting outlook dramatically worsened throughout the 

day?  

 

There are tons of factors to think about but find out which teams are in good spots and 

compare that to their Vegas projections. This will give you an initial idea as to which 

teams will be under or overlooked on a particular slate.  

 

Do your own research first 

This is perhaps the most important step in your process. By doing your own research 

first, you won’t be clouded by the opinions of others.  
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Whether you use the Occupy Model, another DFS model, or your own dedicated 

research, you should compile a list of your favorite plays for the day before ever looking 

at someone else’s recommendations.  

 

This has two effects: 

 

1. You’ll naturally create unique lineups because you’re not looking at what the 

crowd is recommending.  

2. Your brain won’t “convince itself” to find reasons to like industry favorites 

because you’ve already done your own research. 

 

What is the industry saying?  

After you do your own research, now you can see what others are saying. There are two 

main reasons for checking other opinions on a slate: 

 

1. You’ll find out very quickly who the popular plays are. If multiple sources 

recommend a player, especially if these sources are highly-read, then you’ll have 

a pretty good understanding of which plays will be highly-owned. 

2. There are some smart people writing about DFS. Many times, they will bring up 

points or research that you never considered.  

 

As always, ensure that the recommendations you read are founded on solid reasoning. 

Unfortunately, for as many good writers as there are in this industry, there are 10 times 

more awful ones. Carefully review each source you read for solid research and lack of 

bias.  

 

If you don’t have time to read what the entire industry is saying, our Daily Plug will boil 

it all down into one digestible document for each slate.  

 

Depending on what you read/hear, you can then adjust your personal research 

accordingly.  

 

 

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-nfl/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
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Number of lineups 

This topic isn’t so cut and dry. For most DFS players, it’s recommended to only play one 

DFS lineup per slate. It’s difficult enough as it is to do all of the above and turn that 

information into a well-rounded lineup, let alone more than one.  

 

Once you have a thorough understanding of a sport -- and only after your records 

indicate that you’re a profitable player -- you can begin thinking about creating multiple 

lineups. As always, your availability and time management play a big part in creating 

lineups.  

 

If you’re making multiple lineups, you must also consider diminishing returns. If you’re 

not familiar with the concept, it’s basically the point when your rewards/profit are less 

than the amount of time/money you invested. If you’re spending extra time making 

more than one lineup but the results aren’t great (which you’ll know from the detailed 

records you keep), then you should dial it back and focus on just creating one profitable 

lineup. 

 

The one big issue with multiple lineups is when DFS players “try to cover every base.” In 

essence, you try to create enough lineups that you will do well no matter how the night 

plays out. Despite the intended effect, most of the time you will end up with a losing 

slate because of the lack of conviction in your lineups.  

 

It’s okay if your research gives you defined plays for both a low-risk lineup and a high-

risk lineup. It’s also okay if your research tells you there will be three under-owned 

stacks that you can enter into a 3-Max GPP. Just remember the flowchart -- create 

lineups, then enter contests. Let your research guide your lineups and stick to a core 

group of players, as you’ll normally find success in this line of thinking.  

 

News, news, news 

Every sport has a different news cycle -- MLB lineups are released three hours before 

game time, NFL injury reports are published on Friday, NHL lines are established during 

the morning, and all hell breaks loose with NBA lineups in the last hour leading up to 

lock.  
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Most of the time, you can see injury news coming and you’ll have a general sense of 

who is going to play on a given slate. In cases where a player is questionable, you 

should have a defined if-then plan in the works (e.g. if Player X plays, play lineup A. If he 

doesn’t play, play lineup B). In fact, we have a detailed If-Then section in every 

installment of our NBA Daily Plug.  

 

Throughout the day, you should be reading news about playing time, expected lineups, 

injuries, and more. Not all DFS models are perfect, and many sports rely on news that 

can’t be quantified in a model.  

 

You absolutely must allocate enough time in your process to both a) read about news 

leading up to the slate and b) account for late-breaking news that can affect your 

lineups. 

 

Diversification & allocation 

Okay, you’ve got your lineup(s), you’ve vetted contests, and you know which ones suit 

the lineup(s) you’ve created. But how many of each contest should you enter? How 

should you split up your allocation for your lineups if you’ve made more than one? 

 

We discussed a key point in the Contest Selection section about diversifying your H2H 

contests, but what about other contest types? Essentially, the larger the field of the 

contest, the less variance there will be -- this should be your guidance as to how 

many contests to enter. 

 

Can you only find 10-man Double Ups with weak entrants? If so, it’s much better playing 

five $2 10-man Double Ups than one $10 10-man Double Up to reduce variance. Only 

one single-entry 1,000-entrant Double Up look viable? It’s okay to enter your lineup into 

one $10 contest then because of the field size. 

 

It’s not an exact science, but you’ll generally feel better about one of your lineups than 

the others. Enter more contests with the lineup you feel comfortable with, that’s simple -

- don’t overthink it. 

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nba-dfs-lineups-advice/
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When in doubt, however, your goal should be to diversify your contest entries 

enough to minimize variance.  

 

Here’s another point that we haven’t discussed yet in your process -- don’t have blinders 

on, be open to all possibilities. If your DFS plan involves you mostly playing H2Hs and 

Double Ups, there still may be a slate where it is perfect to enter a League or Satellite. 

Keep your eyes open and be aware of all possibilities when doing your research -- 

thinking about one particular style can cause you to miss out on potential opportunities.  

 

For an example of how to break down your allocation, check out the NFL Case Study 

later in this Guide.   
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The DFS Calendar 
 

So far we’ve discussed the differences between sports, but that doesn’t mean your DFS 

plan and process should be stagnant for each sport. There are varying factors that can 

alter how you approach a sport and while they’re not major hurdles, you need to be 

aware of them.  

 

In fact, these factors all revolve around one major concept: time. How sports line up 

during the calendar year and when exactly they’re played on a particular day should 

influence your DFS decision-making.  

 

Some sports are more difficult to beat during different times of the year 

 

Normally, the last month of the season in a sport is incredibly difficult for a couple 

reasons. For one, after four to five months of grinding, only the most profitable players 

(read: the best) are left standing in a sport. Also, Vegas odds are typically the sharpest at 

the end of the season because of the wealth of data available from earlier in the season. 

Since many DFS players rely on Vegas odds, sharper betting odds normally equal 

sharper DFS lineups.  

Thus, you should either drastically reduce your allocation or eliminate exposure during 

the final months of most sports.  

 

Once playoffs start for these sports, however, casual fans jump back into the DFS world 

and the contests become easier. If you’re comfortable with smaller slates, playoffs can 

be the most profitable time for some sports. For example, in NFL DFS, many amateur 

players will make deposits after their season-long fantasy leagues are over. Go take their 

money.   

 

On the flip side of this phenomenon, it’s normally easy to be profitable during the first 

month of most sports. Without much data early in the season and many new players 

trying a sport for the first time, you should see a higher ROI and can have a higher daily 

or weekly allocation.  
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Preseason Prep 

Before the season starts for each sport, you’ll have a chance to do some research that 

can cut down the learning curve early in the season. The first month of a sport’s season 

can be difficult because of the lack of information available with teams’ new looks, but 

setting aside time to catch up on all of the off-season happenings can give you an 

advantage.  

 

Think about the research you do before your season-long fantasy drafts. You see where 

free agents have signed, which teams have made trades, how new draft picks will impact 

a team, how coaching additions will change teams’ philosophies, and more. With this 

pre-season process, you’ll have a better understanding of early season value and 

matchups.  

 

In effect, you’ll be able to reduce the amount of time you have to spend each day 

familiarizing yourself with new situations at the beginning of each season -- this gives 

you more time to focus on the other parts of your DFS process.  

 

Overlapping sports 

There are only certain times of the year when just one of the major DFS sports is playing. 

The rest of the year, however, can force you to make some decisions.  

 

Do you play both NBA and MLB? If you work full-time, it can be nearly impossible to 

play both sports simultaneously unless you have an incredible process. You have to 

prioritize your time during these periods and focus your efforts towards the sports a) 

where you’re the most profitable and/or b) that are a better fit for your DFS plan.  

 

If you primarily play one sport, especially daily sports, you should be ecstatic when 

multiple sports are in session. Look at it this way: casual NFL DFS players at the 

beginning of the season have to wait an entire week to whet their appetite with another 

NFL DFS slate. What should they do with their account balance in the meantime? Play 

MLB DFS!  
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You often find weak competition during these overlapped periods -- try allocating more 

of your bankroll towards the sports where casual players are just entering contests to 

pass the time. 

 

Afternoon versus evening slates 

Unfortunately for daily sports, your process may not be the same every day. In NBA and 

NHL, this generally isn’t an issue during the week, but there will inevitably be slates that 

begin six hours before the usual 7pm EST start time. Some of this was covered in 

determining the type of player you are, but it’s worth repeating.  

 

Afternoon games, especially in MLB, are an entirely different beast and can completely 

change your process. Unless you can fit the same amount of research into a condensed 

schedule, you’re likely throwing away money by entering early contests. But it’s for this 

reason that early contests filled with players without experience badges are some of the 

easiest in DFS. 

 

If you know that an early slate follows the next day -- especially for early lock times in 

PGA -- perhaps you can start your research the night before, if time allows. Or if it’s a 

weekend early slate, many times you can condense your process into a couple hours 

during the morning. 

 

During times like this, resources like our Daily Plug and Occupy Model are incredibly 

useful when you’re trying to create profitable lineups during a time crunch. Either way, 

be mindful of how your process can change when a slate starts earlier in the day. 

 

Late swap 

The last calendrical consideration is the late swap feature on both FanDuel and 

DraftKings. After contests start for some sports, you have the ability to change your 

lineups (only for players whose games haven’t started yet).  

 

Most of the time, this just provides an avenue for you to tinker with your lineup. This is 

certainly not a way to enjoy DFS, but there are some tactical advantages to being able to 

change your lineup as the slate unfolds. 

 

https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-nfl/
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Unless you’re playing H2Hs or GPPs, there isn’t a ton of merit in using this strategy. But 

if a swap can help you move up the GPP leaderboard (by swapping your remaining 

highly-owned player with a low-owned option) or winning a H2H (swapping a common 

player with your opponent for a different one when you’re losing late in a slate), you 

should be around to use this move. 

 

Just be aware when you select these types of contests that a late swap during the slate 

is a possibility -- and should be added into your process.  
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Targeting Satellites 
 

We’ve alluded to this section a few times earlier in the guides, but now it’s time to talk 

about the strategy where you can play in GPPs for life-changing paydays -- all without 

using a significant portion of your bankroll.  

 

Discussed in detail in the Contest Breakdown section, Satellites (or Qualifiers) are 

contests where the winners receive a free entry into a larger future buy-in contest 

(usually a GPP). This strategy is certainly high-risk because it requires you to cash in two 

consecutive contests, but the payouts can be very rewarding.  

 

Step 1: Find GPPs that you want to target 

Every day in the Contest Lobby on both FanDuel and DraftKings, Satellites are posted 

for various tournaments. It may take some research or prior experience to figure out 

into which GPP you’ll gain an entry, but here are a couple quick ways to diagnose: 

 

a) Many Satellites are for GPPs that already exist, just with larger prize pools (e.g. 

DraftKings runs Satellites for the $33 SUPER Fastball during MLB season. The 

Fastball is a $33 GPP that runs every week, so you’ll know that this contest is for a 

larger version of that weekly GPP). 

b) Many GPPs with Satellites are promoted by the sites. Check the Promotions tab 

(or Google it) to see if there are any details about this particular GPP. 

c) Watch out for Satellites with “MEGA” or “WFFBC” (or some variant). The MEGA 

qualifiers are generally qualifiers into another qualifier, requiring three 

consecutive cashes to earn money. While MEGA qualifiers are harder, they can 

help small bankrolls get into large buy-in contests. The WFBBC abbreviated 

contests are live finals -- remember from the Contest Breakdowns section? 

They’re the worst values in DFS. Don’t play them.  

 

Step 2: Look for cross-sport satellites 

If you play multiple sports, cross-sport contests are a great way to earn tickets into 

larger GPPs. For one, these contests don’t always fill so there’s a great chance for overlay 

(e.g. playing an NHL Satellite for an early season MLB GPP). As long as these contests 
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aren’t filled with DFS pros, your chances of success are pretty high playing against 

casual players trying to play multiple sports.  

 

Step 3: Start earning tickets 

Once you have a particular Satellite in mind, map out a strategy and/or goals for how 

many tickets you want to accumulate. Sometimes, earning just one ticket is enough and 

plenty sufficient. But perhaps the GPP is three weeks away and Satellites are run daily -- 

you’ll have more than 20 opportunities to earn multiple tickets into this GPP. Just be 

sure not to overexpose your bankroll trying to qualify for a tournament, as many players 

have gone broke trying to earn tickets to a big contest.  

 

The other thing to consider here: how possible is it for you to create multiple lineups if 

you win multiple tickets? If you win 10 entries into a GPP, can you realistically create 10 

lineups when that GPP comes around without feeling overwhelmed?  

 

Find a comfort zone for the maximum number of entries you can enter, then aim for 

that number. Now, if the Satellites for a GPP are Super Satellites -- discussed in the 

Contest Breakdowns section, basically you need to beat 98-plus percent of the field to 

earn a ticket -- it’s highly unlikely you’ll earn more than one ticket leading up to that 

GPP.  

 

Strategies for earning tickets: 

a) “Backing up” lineups with satellites: As long as your bankroll is beyond the 

Beginner tier, you should be looking to “back up” your lineups with satellites. Any 

time you enter a lineup into a contest that awards cash (Double Ups, Quintuple 

Ups, GPPs, Leagues, etc.), look for a similar risk-reward satellite to “back up” that 

lineup. The satellite costs should be way cheaper than your “cash rewarding” 

contests (e.g. enter a 25-cent satellite if you play a $1 100-player League) so you 

don’t overextend your bankroll, but the goal should be to always pick up a 

satellite ticket when your lineup wins cash, too.  

b) Multiple chances at a big ticket: Look for satellites that allow multiple entries 

and award just a single ticket. If you’re making multiple high-risk lineups for a 

slate, enter each into a large-field single ticket satellite, too, bankroll permitting.  
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c) Scooping multiple tickets: Some satellites award multiple tickets per contest. 

One strategy for these satellites is to enter a lineup multiple times so that when 

your lineup hits, you get a handful of tickets in one swoop. For example, if you 

make three high-risk lineups for a slate, you can enter each one five times in a 

25-cent satellite that awards 15 tickets. If one hits, you walk away with five 

satellite tickets for $3.75.  

d) Matching the risk/reward of your lineups: If you’ve already created lineups for 

a slate, look at the contests you’ve already entered, then match the payouts of 

those contests with satellite payouts. Playing a 100-player league? Look for a 

satellite that pays out the top 10-12 percent. Entering double ups? Look for 

small-field satellites. The upside of your lineup should properly reflect the 

risk/reward of the satellite.  

 

Step 4: Play the GPP! 

These days are always fun. You’ve been trying to qualify for days or weeks, and now it’s 

time for the big tournament. There’s usually some level of added pressure on these 

days, but just stick with your process. Don’t let the potential payouts cloud your ability 

to make profitable lineups. 

 

The best part about Satellites is that you’ve effectively entered a bigger GPP for, at most, 

20 percent of the actual contest buy-in (e.g. you won a $5 Satellite for an entry into a 

$25 GPP). Thus, when you cash a ticketed GPP -- even for the minimum -- you’re 

typically getting at least 10X the return on your original Satellite investment. That’s quite 

the bankroll boost. 

 

But remember, you’re not playing GPPs for minimum cashes. Even if a minimum cash is 

a big boost to your bankroll, you still want to create lineups that are capable of taking 

down the entire tournament. By aiming for the largest prize, you’ll find yourself cashing 

more often than if you “play it safe” and just try to sneak into the top 20 percent.  

 

The best part about winning tickets to GPPs is that generally these GPPs have smaller 

fields because of the larger buy-ins. If you play a normal $3 GPP, you’re likely competing 

against tens of thousands of entrants. But many times, you’ll qualify for a GPP with less 
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than 10,000 entrants and a top prize nearing six figures. This is where you have the best 

chance -- it’s still slim, but it’s a chance -- at winning a life-changing payday.  
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Case Study: NFL Season 
 

Most of the information in these guides so far have been either hypothetical or rules 

without concrete examples. To help see how an entire DFS season comes together, we 

put together a case study from a real-life profitable player from last NFL season.  

 

In this chart below, you’ll see how much bankroll the player started with each week, how 

much they allocated, how their contests broke down, their return on investment, and 

their new bankroll.  Afterwards, we highlight some important notes: 

 

Week 
Starting 

Bankroll 
Allocation 

Contest 

Breakdown 
ROI 

New 

Bankroll 

1 $500 
$23 

4.6% 

45% H2H 

45% 2X 

10% League 

126%, 

+$29 
$529 

2 $529 
$26, 

4.9% 

50% H2H 

50% 2X 

4% 

+$1 
$530 

3 $530 
$16, 

3.0% 

50% League 

40% 5X/10X 

10% GPP 

69%, 

+$11 
$541 

4 $541 
$43, 

8% 

75% H2H 

25% 2X 

44%, 

+$19 
$560 

5 $560 
$45, 

8% 

60% H2H 

35% 2X 

5% League 

-9%, 

-$4 
$556 

6 $556 
$45, 

8% 

50% H2H 

30% 2X/3X 

20% League 

82%, 

+$37 
$593 

7 $593 
$46, 

7.8% 

60% 2X 

40% H2H 

-26%, 

-$12 
$581 
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8 $581 
$46, 

8% 

60% H2H 

35% 2X 

5% League 

44%, 

+$20 
$601 

9 $601 
$33, 

5.5% 

40% H2H 

40% League 

20% 2X/3X 

155%, 

+$51 
$652 

10 $652 
$30, 

4.6% 

50% H2H 

30% League 

20% 2X 

103%, 

$31 
$683 

11 $683 
$39, 

5.7% 

75% H2H 

25% 2X 

-28%, 

-$11 
$672 

12 $672 
$54, 

8% 

50% H2H 

40% 2X 

10% League 

44%, 

+$24 
$696 

13 $696 
$45, 

6.5% 

60% H2H 

40% 2X 

53%, 

+$24 
$720 

14 $720 
$58, 

8% 

50% H2H 

40% 2X 

10% League 

67%, 

+$39 
$759 

15 $759 
$57, 

7.5% 

50% H2H 

50% 2X 

9%, 

+$5 
$764 

16 $764 
$49, 

6.4% 

40% H2H 

40% 2X 

20% League 

147%, 

+$72 
$836 

17 $836 
$67, 

8% 

35% H2H 

25% 2X 

20% League 

20% GPP 

-9%, 

-$6 
$830 
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Notes: 

● This player is mostly a low-risk/low-reward player with a heavy focus on H2H and 

Double Ups (2X) throughout the season.  

● You may say to yourself, “Damn, they only won $330 during the NFL season?” 

Yeah, that’s a 66 percent increase from their original bankroll. That’s better than 

95 percent of DFS users over the course of a season. Also, in what other 

investment vehicle can you increase your original investment by 66 percent in 

just four months? 

● Even with the high returns, he still lost a handful of weeks during the season. 

Don’t get discouraged -- everyone loses. How you handle those losses is of 

utmost importance.  

● Although his focus was on lower risk games, he kept his eyes open for 

opportunities. Six of the 17 weeks featured a League allocation (a higher 

risk/reward contest) of 20 percent or more.  

● His max allocation was 8 percent for any given week (our golden rule for weekly 

sports) -- he only hit this number in seven of 17 weeks. 

● Despite winning the first two weeks of the season, he only allocated 3 percent of 

his bankroll in Week 3. Not coincidentally, this also the only week he didn’t play a 

single H2H or Double Up. Since his research told him to strictly play high risk 

contests, and those weren’t a focus of his DFS plan, he allocated less of his 

bankroll.  

● He started with an Intermediate bankroll, which allowed him to play multiple $1 

and $2 H2H contests to diversify risk. With a smaller bankroll, his contest 

allocation would have been more focused on 50/50s and Double Ups.  

● He rarely played GPPs. Remember, they suck.  

● He also didn’t play very many satellites -- shame on this guy.  

● Week 17 of the NFL is tough with players resting and younger guys getting a 

chance to prove their value. He probably shouldn’t have allocated 8 percent of 

his bankroll, as the games are a little more unpredictable. 

● He also didn’t play NFL playoffs, which is surprising given his success and 

generally how flooded DFS contests are with inexperienced players during this 

time. This player actually went on vacation and also started a new job, so his time 

was limited. Instead of risking his bankroll, he sat out the playoffs.  
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Helpful Resources 
 

Didn’t want to leave you hanging after finishing this guide! Here are some of our 

favorite resources (some already mentioned earlier) for your DFS process: 

 

VegasInsider 

VegasInsider shows line movement for every sport at each Las Vegas sportsbook. You’ll 

be able to see where a line opened, as well as every major subsequent move up until the 

game begins. You won’t be able to see the percentage of bets for each team, but we 

conveniently include those figures in our Occupy Model.  

 

Don Best 

Check out the free, four-day platinum subscription for the betting odds screen that is 

used by many professional sports bettors (the actual price is stupid expensive at $499 

per month). With this odds screen, not only will you be able to compare lines across 

different sportsbooks, you'll also be alerted instantly to steam plays and key moves -- 

likely bets from the sharpest betting groups in the world. You'll only use this if you're in 

the Baller bankroll tier, but it is very fun to look. 

 

RotoGrinders Player Search 

This resource was mentioned in our Contest Selection section as an important aspect of 

deciding which contests to play on a given slate. Click the magnifying glass on the home 

page and enter a DFS user name in the Player Search box to see the ranking of a specific 

player. This is a quick way to notice sharks in your contests. Note that you can also just 

sift through their overall and sport-specific rankings.  

 

RotoGrinders ResultsDB & FantasyLabs Contest Dashboard  

In addition to seeing your own results, it’s also helpful to see lineups and strategies from 

users who win DFS contests. Both RotoGrinders DB and the FantasyLabs Contest 

Dashboard have historical databases of the major contests from DraftKings with detailed 

analysis, allowing you to see in-depth information about winning lineups and top-

scoring users.  

 

http://www.vegasinsider.com/nfl/odds/las-vegas/
https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-nfl/
https://www.donbest.com/
https://rotogrinders.com/
https://rotogrinders.com/rankings
https://rotogrinders.com/resultsdb/site/draftkings/date/2019-02-03/sport/nfl/slate/5c577a27d8e8c957f23afd83
https://www.fantasylabs.com/nfl/contests-dashboard/
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UF Collective 

The guys at the Unsourced Fantasy Collective are the industry leaders in projecting 

ownership in DFS. Even if you don’t purchase their ownership reports for each sport, 

they give out great pieces of information on their Twitter to help guide your DFS 

decisions. You can also listen to our podcast with them for an in-depth discussion 

about their story and their methods.  

 

RotoTracker 

Perhaps the most comprehensive record-keeping tool for DFS players, RotoTracker 

offers both paid and free subscriptions to analyze your results. With the ability to easily 

upload your entry history from FanDuel and DraftKings, you can drill down your ROI 

through a variety of categories.  

 

Occupy Fantasy 

It would be a crime if we didn’t mention our own website when it comes to helpful daily 

fantasy sports resources! Our unique focus on bankroll management and contest 

selection is delivered through two avenues -- the Daily Plug, which is a thorough 

breakdown of that day’s slate, and the Occupy Model, a real-time player dashboard 

with key performance indicators.  

 

Twitter 

And of course, we can’t forget about Twitter. Find breaking news, lineup releases, or just 

read other people’s opinions about different players or situations. Pro tip: set up Twitter 

lists so you’re not digging through hundreds and hundreds of tweets to find the 

information you need.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/UFCollective
https://soundcloud.com/user-866330583/episode-4-dfs-ownership
https://rototracker.com/
http://www.occupyfantasy.com/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/nfl-daily-plug/
https://occupyfantasy.com/occupy-model-nfl/
http://www.twitter.com/OccupyFantasy
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Enjoying the Game 
 

It’s unfortunate that we even need to write a section like this, but too many players let 

DFS affect their life in a negative way. Yes, we take this game seriously and we all want 

to win, but at the core of this game, you should ultimately be having fun. Here are some 

tips for enjoying your DFS experience: 

 

Watch the sports for enjoyment: Such a crazy idea. Pro sports games are incredible to 

watch, so just sit back and enjoy the damn game. Marvel at the pure athleticism and 

quality of play. Be entertained.  

 

Don’t be on your phone 24/7: We know, it’s tough not to always be on the device that 

can give you any piece of information in less than five seconds. However, just put down 

the phone during a slate. Your results aren’t changing depending on how often you look 

at the scores, so stop opening the MLB app every 60 seconds to see if your pitcher 

struck out another batter. Enjoy the rest of your day -- just periodically check your 

lineups. Enjoy the games by watching them. Once it gets down to crunch time and the 

final games of the slate are playing, then you can check to see if you have a shot at 

something big. 

 

Don’t get too down on losses: Yeah, losing sucks, we get it. But guess what? You’re 

going to lose in DFS. A lot. No one wins all the time. Accept that it’s a part of this 

investment early on in your career and you’ll be a lot happier. As long as you’re winning 

more days than you’re losing (or your wins are much bigger than your losses), you’ll be 

in good shape. Don’t let the downswings affect your play, and definitely don’t let it 

affect your personal mood. How you deal with these losses will directly impact your 

success in DFS.  

 

Play against your friends: You can play private leagues on most daily fantasy sites, so 

take advantage of that feature and battle against your friends and family. Sure, you can 

win money, but you can also talk a ton of shit after you beat them. Who doesn’t like 

bragging about knowing too much about sports? 
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It’s an investment, it’s serious -- but enjoy it: If you’re reading this book, then you 

want to use daily fantasy sports as an investment. You’ve set aside money to grow in 

your DFS account(s), and that’s a serious endeavor. But what other investment 

opportunity allows you to actually enjoy yourself? Stock markets? No chance. Real 

estate? HGTV isn’t real life. DFS is one of the most enjoyable ways to earn significant 

returns on your hard-earned money. Don’t lose sight of that.  
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Special Offer 
 

Congrats, you’ve made it through the entire guide!! You must really be committed to 

becoming a better DFS player. 

 

As a reward for making it this far, we want to give new users a chance to test out 

www.OccupyFantasy.com.  

 

This means if you’ve never been an Occupy Fantasy member, you can get your first week 

of the Daily Plug and Occupy Model for FREE.  

 

Just e-mail us and we’ll get you set up.  

 

Also don’t forget to join our Discord channel -- like-minded individuals are chatting 

about DFS strategies for every sport. To join, you need to have a subscription to the 

Occupy Fantasy Twitch channel, which you can do for free if you have Amazon Prime!  

 

  

http://www.occupyfantasy.com/
http://www.occupyfantasy.com/
http://www.occupyfantasy.com/
http://www.occupyfantasy.com/
mailto:info@occupyfantasy.com
http://twitch.tv/occupyfantasy
http://twitch.tv/occupyfantasy

